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PENANCE Steps 66 to 70
(1, 2, 4, 5) Steps 71 to 75
SELF PURSUIT PHASE AND STAGE Steps 76 to 80

BEGINNINGAFRESH

STEPS 61 TO 65

61

BEGINNINGAFFRESHAT THE MIDDLE

1. Here we reach middle of the course with
completion of first half three months duration of
the VMST course and as such our present
beginning afresh at the middle is to be in terms of
‘DARK BLACK MONAD’.

2. (DARK BLACK)=(Black One)=63=(Limit).
3. (White)=65=(Centre) =(Real Black).
4. (63, 36) is a reflection pair (thought)=99=(Real

limit).
5. (Middle)=47=(Time)=(Monad).
6. Dhritrastra, the blind king, initiates Divine

dialogue of Srimad Bhagwat Geeta by asking on
tenth day of Mahabharta war, about its fate, as
first shloka of first chapter of 47 shlokas range of
Srimad Bhagwat Geeta, and as such the
enlightenment of the Divine dialogue of Srimad
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Bhagwat Geeta becomes the consolidation of black
truth intelligence for the ‘blind king’ as of the range
of the difference of ‘white’ seen by eyes and ‘black’
within (solid) vision of mind (ambrosia) as of the
range of 78 shlokas of last chapter of Srimad
Bhagwat Geeta; (Ambrosia)=78=(blackaxes)=49+29;
(volumme)=88=78+10=(ambrosia bag); (Mind)=(Bible
bag).

7. As such ‘beginning afresh at the middle’ is to be
in terms of (volumme)=(ambrosia bag).

8. It would be a beginning afresh for ‘A’ as ‘AE’, as at
sixth chapter of Srimad Bhagwat Geeta, the
artifices range of ‘47’ is being availed again.

9. This transition and transformation for ‘1’ as ‘6’
when chased at dimensional level parallel to
measure of measuring rod, it shall be taking us to
‘4’ as ‘1’ as tetra monad unit, and with it ‘AE’ a
sequential value for transcendental unit ‘5’ shall
be making ‘AE’ as a manifested value ‘DE’, and the
consolidation path of ‘black truth intelligence’.

10. This tetra monad measure’s chase is enlightened
as to be of four folds accepting formulations as
O;ä:/vyakta(3-space/ cube/ manifest), vO;ä:/
avyakta(4-space/ hyper cube-4/ unmanifest ),
vO;äks- vO;ärkr/ Lukru: /avyakto- avyaktat / sanatna
(5-space/ hyper cube-5/ base of unmanifest), and
iqL’k:/ Purusha (6-space/ hyper cube-6/sun/ soul).

11. Going from vO;ä:/avyakta(4-space/ hyper cube-4/
unmanifest ) to vO;äks- vO;ärkr/ Lukru: /avyakto-
avyaktat / sanatna (5-space/ hyper cube-5/ base of
unmanifest), is a going from ‘D’/ 4/ 4-space/ hyper
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cube 4/ unmanifest to ‘E’/ 5/ 5-space/ hyper cube
5/ base of unmanifest.

12. This is the transition and transformation of the
order of ‘DE’.

13. This is a step of making ‘VOID’ as ‘De-Void’.
14. It is the attainment state of ‘De-Void-ed’.
15. It is a ‘De-Void-ed’ JOINT.
16. (DE)=(ED) and (DE, ED) is a reflection pair which

is a feature of spatial order of creator’s space (4-
space/4/D).

17. (De-Void-ed)=68=(Joint)=34+34=(one, one).
18. (De-Void)=59=(Solid)=(Double)=(linear)=(cipher), a

feature which is there because of the split of a
three dimensional frame into a pair of three
dimensional frames of half dimensions within
creator’s space, and as such the transcendental
values (solid order values of 5-space) fountaining
within creator’s space from its base manifest as a
pair of transcendental worlds within a pair of hemi
spheres, a simultaneous applications of spatial and
solid orders of 4-space and 5-space and the
creation of a ‘De-Void-ed’ JOINT.

19. It is a phase and stage of ‘De-Void-ed’ JOINT state
during which the solid order of pair of
transcendental worlds flourish out and zoom as of
hyper solid orders which unify the pair of hemi
spheres and the pair of transcendental worlds of
a solid order.

20. It would be a phase and stage of consolidation of
‘black truth intelligence’, which deserves to be
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comprehended well at intellectual level as well
as to be experienced fully for its ambrosia of bliss.

21. A phase and stage ahead would be of maha-
kal(egkdky: )/ hyper time/ hyper monad/ hyper
(space) middle as well deserves to be chased by
the transcending mind as the Virath Purusha/
thirteen heads manifestation of Lord Vishnu
expressed by Lord Krishna for enlightenment of
Arjuna intensified in his urge to know more and
more about the reality of the existence of
phenomena.

22. It would be a blissful exercise to comprehend
intellectually the above expression along hyper
cube 6 accepting 13 versions parallel to 13
geometries of 6-space.

23. It would further be a blissful exercise to experience
the above expression of its thirteenth phase and
stage expressions of the casual truth of our
existence phenomena of the order of the existence
phenomena of SUN.

24. This as such, as an intellectual exercise as well
as an experiential exercise shall be putting us
along the organization format of Srimad Bhagwat
Geeta for a chase of transition and transformation
from micro state spatial order of creator’s space to
casual state solid order of transcendental worlds,
and there by the range of 100 double digit numbers
00 to 99 shall be accepting re-organisation at the
middle/ artifice 50 as 50-3 and 50+3, that is, 47 &
53, as a ‘monad axis’/ ‘axis monad’ and ‘axis line’
as an ‘entity’ where by ‘axis line’ as ‘sky fire’ is to
attain an affine state where by ‘cipher’, ‘linear’,
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‘double’, ‘solid’ all to be of same value, and these
together as folds of manifestation layer (0,1,2,3)
to be of same values, a phenomena, which deserves
to be chased, time and again, for its full
comprehension and deep insight for complete
consolidation of ‘black truth’ intelligence.

25. It is chase of the ‘axis line entity’ as ‘ultimate
creation’ as ‘ultimate caged centre’ of the origin,
which shall be ensuring perfection of intelligence
as to be of the order of ‘tetra monad’ format as
that (perfection)=(tetra-monad). *****

62

STARTINGAGAINAT THE CENTRE

1. ‘Middle to centre’ is a range of artifice
18=NVF(Head).

2. It is a range of the order of ’18 chapters of Srimad
Bhagwat Geeta’.

3. It is a range of organization of artifice 18=3+4+5+6
as 4 fold manifestation layer ‘(3,4,5,6)/(3-space,
4- space,5- space, 6- space)/ (cube, hyper cube 4,
hyper cube5, hyper cube 6).

4. Reaching from ‘middle’ along artifice ‘47’ as a range
of first chapter of Srimad Bhagwat Geeta to the
ambrosia bag phase and stage of volumme along
artifice ‘78’ as a range of 18th chapter of Srimad
Bhagwat Geeta, is a coverage of ’78-47’=31=(cube)
as flowing through (seed)=33 like dimensional flow
(1-space in the role of dimension) along reverse
orientation of domain [(3-space in the role of
domain within creator’s space in the role of
measure of 6-space measuring rod  manifesting
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as manifestation layer (3,4,5,6) which with reverse
orientation (6,5,4,3) taking from centre to middle
as (cube cage)=47].

5. It is a transcendental phenomena of
(centre)=65=(white)=(state) of (centre, centre)=
(caged sunlight) and there being a reflection pair
(65, 56)=(centre, light).

6. As such the students of VMST aiming to consolidate
‘black truth intelligence’ shall ‘start afresh at the
centre ‘to re-chase the Srimad Bhagwat Geeta by
beginning afresh with a start from 18th chapter
and to reach again at 1st chapter but as 35th step
by shifting from ‘domain fold’ to ‘dimension fold’.

7. One shall remain conscious as that a shift from
‘domain fold to dimension fold’ is to be through
‘boundary fold’ which here as a solid domain, that
is being solid boundary of creator’s space, shall be
amounting to enveloping of the centre by 8 solid
boundary components and there by making
‘centre’=65 as (central)=73=(format).

8. It this way makes (centre head) of transcendental
Lord (Lord Shiv) as of (mirror) values; (central
head)=73+18=91=(mirror); (mirror)=91 flows out
from middle/ centre of (entity)=93.

9. As such  for ‘consolidation of black truth
intelligence’ one shall very gently chase the flow
of transcendental values from the seat of ‘central
head’ of the Lord of transcendental worlds for the
transcendental grace for the creative minds.

10. For it the start afresh at the centre would be as is
the placement of centre head within placements
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of other 4 heads, like the placement of centre of a
square in reference to 4 corners of the square.

11. Young minds may be initiated for this chase along
the manifestation layer (2,3,4,5) and to be gently
taken along for transition and transformation for
the manifestation layer (3,4,5,6).

12. It shall be very gently transited along artifices
taking (2,3,4,5)=14 and (3,4,5,6)=18 leading to ‘16’
as to be of in between (cage)=16.

13. This as such shall be leading to a tri-monad format
14,16,18 which along the mathematics of ‘2 as 1’
shall be making ‘16’ at middle placement of 16-1,
16 and 16+1.

14. It is this ’15,16,17’ range of values ‘(face), (cage),
(back)’ which as a half, shall be extending to be
full by making it (15,16,17) as (15,16,17), (17,18,19).

15. It is this range (15,16,17,18,19) as of values (face),
(cage), (back), (head), (ahead).

16. The reflection pairs values shall be of placements
(51), (61), (71), (81) and (91) as of values (full),
(church), (sphere), (square) and (mirror).

17. The reflection pairs values gaps emerge to be (51-
15)=36, (61-16)=45, (71-17)=54, (81-18)=63 and (91-
19)=72.

18. These gaps values are (real), (range), (sun), (limit)
and (origin).

19. This real to origin values range of artifices (36,
45, 54, 63, 72) is a Brahman transcendence range
being [9*(4,5,6,7,8)].

20. This chase within creator’s space as of range
(4,5,6,7,8)=30=(Bible) with reflection joint at 45,
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54 as sun range coordinating artifices 5 & 6 as
coordination of addition and multiplication
operations 2+3 and 2*3 availing 2+2=2*2 format of
spatial order makes it to be of full expression value
of manifestation for the (cube)=31=(A
Bible)=(cave)=8 corner points+12 edges+ 6
surfaces+1 volumme+3 axes + 1 centre; a complete
consolidation of ‘cave’, a ‘black truth intelligence’
(sum-up)=(axis seal)=90=(artifices);(mirror)= (A
‘artifices’).

21. ‘(sum-up)=(axis seal)=90=(artifices);(mirror)= (A
‘artifices’)’ deserves to be chased again and again
starting afresh at the centre as ‘centre head’ of
‘central’/ format head of mirror values which shall
be extending processing of manifestation states
beyond ‘casual state’ and there by ‘ chaturmukhi
(d~)’ shall be flourishing out as ‘Panchmukhi (d~)’ .

22. It would be blissful exercise of transcendental
values to permit the transcendence mind to glimpse
the happening of transition and transformation of
‘ chaturmukhi (d~)’ flourishing out as ‘Panchmukhi
(d~)’ with transcendental grace with which the
whole consolidation range of black truth
intelligence withers away as if it had never existed
at all.

23. It is this transcendental grace for which the
Sadhkas under take the course of VMST.

24. It is this transcendental grace with whose
ambrosia of bliss the Sadhkas live the enlightened
life.

25. It is this transcendental grace which transits the
intelligence field and transforms the existence
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phenomena as being of ever blissful consciousness
format. *****

63

INITIATINGATTHE ORIGIN

1. One fulfilled with an intensity of urge to
‘consolidate black truth intelligence’ shall initiate
afresh at the ‘origin’.

2. (First)=72=(origin).
3. (Second)=60=(four)=(half seed).
4. This initiation at origin shall be taking to (four)/

4-space.
5. As such this initiation is going to be at origin of 3-

space.
6. In other words, this initiation is going to be the

initiation at (origin fold) of cube.
7. (Cube)=31=(cave)=(A Day)=(A Bible).
8. As such it would be a phase and stage of transition

and transformation from (A Day)=(cave) to (a
cave)=(life); (cave life)=(limit)=(dark black).

9. (Origin)=72=29+43=(black frame).
10. With initiation at (origin)=(black frame) shall be

taking to ‘a black frame’= ‘format’.
11. This initiation leading to ‘a black frame’/ ‘format’

shall be at step ahead shall be leading to ‘a
format’=(pairing).

12. The steps ahead of initiation at ‘origin’ shall be
taking to ‘middle of origin’ and ahead to ‘centre of
the origin’.

13. Reaching at middle of origin and ahead at centre
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of origin shall be an attainment which shall be
perfecting ‘black truth’ intelligence.

14. It is perfection of black truth intelligence which
shall be helping to have a transition from white
truth intelligence to black truth intelligence and
vice versa.

15. It is this reality of (white)=65=36+29=(real black)
which deserves to be chased for its full
comprehension and deep insight.

16. It is in terms of it (zeros)=(units) reality would be
within comprehension.

17. It is in terms of the comprehension of (white)=(real
black)=(a zero)=(a unit) that one shall be
comprehending (origins)=(mirror) and
(mirrors)=(sun light).

18. It is with this comprehension and insight of
(origins)=(mirror) and (mirrors)=(sun light) that one
shall be glimpsing the middle and centre of origin
and also while face to face with (origins)=(mirror)
and (mirrors)=(sun light) that one shall be
comprehending and also shall be having insight
about the features  and values of the renewing
phenomena of sky line generating a recycling
system.

19. It would be a blissful exercise to chase ‘renewing
phenomena of sky line generating a recycling
system.

20. One shall chase and re-chase the ‘renewing
phenomena of sky line generating a recycling
system’ time and again till its complete
comprehension and full insight.
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21. It is with this ‘complete comprehension and full
insight’ of ‘renewing phenomena of sky line
generating a recycling system’ that one shall be
simultaneously transcending and ascending the
‘renewing and recycling processes at sky line’.

22. It is with this attainment of “simultaneously
transcending and ascending the ‘renewing and
recycling processes at sky line” that one shall be
entering the eternal self referral systems of ‘sun’
at middle of origin and of eternal unity state
systems of ‘pole star’ at centre of the origin.

23. It is with this “(attainment of “simultaneously
transcending and ascending the ‘renewing and
recycling processes at sky line” that one shall be
entering the eternal self referral systems of ‘sun’
at middle of origin and of eternal unity state
systems of ‘pole star’ at centre of the origin)” that
one shall be successfully coming within the grace
umbrella of transcendental worlds of their own
transcending through 8 fold nature and leading to
9 fold Brahm.

24. One shall be within prolonged deep sittings of trans
to be fulfilled with ambrosia of Brahman bliss.

64

REACHING MIDDLE OF THE ORIGIN

1. ‘Reaching Middle of the Origin’ is to be
experienced.

2. ‘Reaching Middle of the Origin’ is to be is to be
intellectually comprehended for its full insight.

3. For it the range to be chased at experiential as
well as at intellectual level is of expression: ‘f=yksdh]
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czãk] f'ko] fo".kq’/ ‘Triloki, Brahma, Shiv, Vishnu’/ ‘3-space,
4-space, 5-space, 6-space’/ ‘cube, hyper cube 4,
hyper cube 5, hyper cube 6’/’ (1,2,3,4), (2,3,4,5),
(3,4,5,6), (4,5,6,7)’/ ‘(1,2,3,4,5), (2,3,4,5,6),
(3,4,5,6,7), (4,5,6,7,8)’/ (1,2,3,4,5,6), (2,3,4,5,6,7),
(3,4,5,6,7,8), (4,5,6,7,8,9)’.

4. The expression range f=yksdh, czãk, f'ko:, fo".kq: is a 9
syllables long range:

(i) f= (ii) yks (iii) dh (iv) cz (v) ãk (vi) f'k (vii)o: (viii) fo
(ix)".kq:

5. This expression range f=yksdh, czãk, f'ko:, fo".kq: is of the
order of 9 vowels:
(i) v (ii) b (iii) m (iv) _ (v) y`  (vi) , (vii) ,s
(viii) vks (ix) vkS

6. This expression range f=yksdh, czãk, f'ko:, fo".kq: is further
of the order of 9 numerals:

      (i) 1    (ii) 2     (iii) 3   (iv) 4   (v) 5       (vi) 6    (vii)7
(viii) 8     (ix) 9

7. Further this expression f=yksdh, czãk, f'ko:, fo".kq: is of
the values format of 4 Maheswara Sutras
coordinating as 1st Sutra, the first three vowels,
namely v b m, as 2nd Sutra, the next two vowels,
namely _ y`, as 3rd Sutra, the next two vowels,
namely , ,s and as last/ 4th Sutra, the last two
vowels namely vks vkS.

8. Still further this expression f=yksdh, czãk, f'ko:, fo".kq: is
of the values formats of 9 geometries of 4-space/
9 versions of hyper cube 4.

9. It would be a blissful exercise to permit the
transcending mind to chase the 4-space values
formats of 9 geometries of 4-space/ 9 versions of
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hyper cube 4 and to be face to face with the spatial
order at work in terms of which it shall be
sequentially manifesting affine state creator’s
space free of boundary, as well as the feature of
manifested state of 4-space fully enveloped and
sequentially unfolding it self and freeing itself of
the boundary components.

10. It would be a further blissful exercise to
intellectually chase the above phenomena of
manifestation and de-manifestation of creator’s
space availing artifices of 1 to 9 accepting folding
as (1,2,3,4,5) & (5,6,7,8,9) and further re-folding
in pairs as [{(1,2,3) & (3,4,5)} and {(5,6,7) & (7,8,9)}].

11. Availing sequential transcendence and
ascendance paths beginning with f=yksdh / Triloki/
3-space/cube/ (1,2,3,4) one shall be reaching
middle of cube and also at its centre, as well as at
seat of the origin and within ‘origin itself’ being 4-
space/ creator’s space presided by Lord Brahma
Himself.

12. Sadhkas fulfilled with intensity of urge to
experience this phenomena shall perfect one’s
intelligence about 4-fold manifestation values of
shila (f'kyk)/ solids/ cubes/ 3-space/ Triloki and to
go through the attainments of vidhya dhari (fo)k/
kjh) preserved in the scripture ‘Yog-vashisht’.

13. Sadhkas, as a step ahead shall experience the
phenomena of “installation of Shiv lingam within
creator’s space”.

14. Sadhkas shall also intellectually chase this
phenomena of “installation of Shiv lingam within
creator’s space” in continuity of the attainments
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of ‘vidhya dhari (fo)k/kjh) preserved in the scripture
‘Yog-vashisht’.

15. The young minds shall be helped to gently to be
through this range of sequential steps with the
help of ‘cube’ and ‘hyper cube 4’ to comprehend as
that ‘4-space’ is playing the role of origin fold of ‘3-
space/cube’ and that, as a step ahead, ‘5-space’ is
to play the role of origin fold of ‘4-space/ hyper
cube 4’.

16. This way, the students of VMST comprehending
well with full insight of ‘4-space’ as ‘origin of 3-
space’, the step ahead of ‘reaching middle of the
origin’ would mean ‘ to enter the 4-space domain’
and that way ‘ it would be the progression path
shall be leading to Shiv lingam/ 5-space as solid
order values acquired by the spatial order of
creator’s space because of the sequential
progression path because of the “reach of the
middle within creator’s space as origin of 3-space/
cube/ Triloki”.

17. The next learning step for the students of VMST
would be of ‘reaching at the centre of the origin’
which would mean ‘entering the transcendental
domain itself.

18. And this as such would be a phenomena of the
progression path within the transcendental
domains leading to its self referral core (6-space
as origin fold of 5-space) and with it, the
transcendental values shall be manifesting as 12
component transcendental boundary of the
transcendental domains.

19. And this, as such shall be a phenomena of
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coordination and self sustenance of the
transcendental body in terms of 12*6=72 self
referral coordinates and together being of number
value format of (origin)=72.

20. It is as such the reach at the middle of the origin
and ahead at the centre of the origin, together as
a sequential step shall be amounting to firstly
installation of the Shiv Lingam (solid order of
transcendental worlds) within creators space and
secondly reaching at the hyper solid order of self
referral core of the transcendental worlds and
finally to attain the transition and transformation
of ‘origin of origin’ as origin itself play the role of
its own origin’ and also to be the ‘origins source
reservoir’ unfolding as ‘universe’ and fulfilling the
‘universe’ with rings of universes, ‘moons’, ‘stars’
as folds within folds.

21. The reach at middle of the origin as centre, shall
be a progression path for ‘black’ manifesting along
the manifestation layer format (3,4,5,6).

22. (Black, Black)=29+29=58=(two)=(moon)=(star) is the
(Truth)=(black, black, black)=29+29+29=87;( monad,
monad)=(Tri-monad); 3/ Triloki/ 3-space/ cube/
earth as first element shall be taking to
(two)=(moon); and (earth)=52=(six) shall reaching
other end and reversal of orientation with 6/6-
space/ hyper cube 6/ sun as starting point, the
same at the next, that is (two)=(star) shall be taking
to ‘pole star’ as that (pole)=48=2*4*6, a dimensional
order of 6-space and (pole star)=106=(knowledge
bag), and this way ‘black truth’ intelligence  may
be consolidated by reaching at middle of the origin
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as centre through the progression path for (pole
star)=(knowledge bag)=(black matter).

23. (Pole star) as (black matter) and as (knowledge
bag) makes (intelligence)=115=96+19=(knowledge
ahead).

24. Accordingly (pole star) would lead to (knowledge
ahead) intelligence, and the same deserves to be
chased and experienced for its enlightenment bliss.

65

ATTAINING CENTRE OFTHE ORIGIN

1. Students of VMST aim to attain centre of the
Origin.

2. The beginning of the process starts with the
processing taking into the 3-space domain.

3. It is to locate 4-space in the role of origin fold of
‘Cube’ as representative regular body of 3-space.

4. A step ahead, as such would be to start afresh at
4-space to enter middle of the origin.

5. It is a phase and stage of “Installation of Shivlingam
within Creator’s Space”.

6. With attainment of the phase and stage of “Middle
of Origin” with “Installation of Shivlingam within
Creator’s Space”, new phase and stage by the way
of transition and transformation for attaining
Centre of the Origin arises, for which processing
comes to be to locate ‘core of the transcendental
worlds’.

7. This phase and stage, as such takes to ‘core of the
transcendental worlds’ as seat of ‘self-referral
domain’ of format of ‘Orb of the Sun’ of features
and values of 6-space/hypercube-6.
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8. With it, this attainment of ‘Centre of the Origin’,
as such becomes the phenomena “Visnu-Lok/6-
space” wrapped within “Transcendental worlds/
5-space”.

9. And, the real pursuit of VMST for applied values,
begins here as “study zone of applied values
reservoir”.

10. Students of VMST for their exposure of this
phenomena are introduced to the organization
format of “Srimad Bhagwat Geeta”.

11. Srimad Bhagwat Geeta, Srimad Durga Suptsati
and Haridya Sthanam of Chark Samhita are three
scriptures which are specifically availing this
“reservoir” as of manifested range of “700” Slokas/
Hymns.

12. The learning of applied values, in fact may be taken
as beginning with the comprehension chase of
organization formats of Srimad Bhagwat Geeta,
Srimad Durga Suptsati and Haridya Sthanam of
Chark Samhita on Sun Light spectrum.

13. The format beneath the manifested ranges of 700
slokas/Hymns of these three scriptures
consolidates ‘Black truth intelligence’.

14. These way, one comes face to face with the unique
features of Vedic processing process
simultaneously organizing pure and applied values
of knowledge with Sun Light spectrum availing
“Dark Black bag” as manifestation format.

15. With it, one may be having insight as that (Light)
=56=27+29=(Half Black).

16. In this background, it may be blissful to
comprehend and chase (Ball)=(Half).
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17. Also it would be a blissful exercise to comprehend
(A Moon)=58=(Two), and that only one face of Moon
faces earth.

18. Also it would be a blissful exercise to chase
(Earth)=52=29+23=(Black End).

19. Still further, it would be blissful exercise to chase
(Sun)=(Black Area).

20. And, (Star)=58=(Black, Black).
21. Upanishads enlighten as that those remain

confined till “Black” they remain ignorant and
those who remain confined only to light, they
remain deeply ignorant of reality.

22. As such, one whose urge is to know “Reality” shall
“Cage” Black and pair the same as “Black Cage,
Black Cage” artifice.

23. One shall cage “Black” within as well as outside
and thereby to know “Reality” manifested as light
as half Black. *****
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PENANCE

STEPS 66 TO 70

66

TAP (PENANCE)

1. Learning is itself a TAP (PENANCE).
2. The Vedic formulations inherently imbed within

their organizations formats the processing
processes as well.

3. As such these formulation deserves to be followed
and chased in the sequence and order of the letters
being availed for composition of the formulations.

4. For chase of word formulation ‘Tap(ri)’ , one is to
follow the sequence and order of letters ‘r’ and ‘i^,
as of syllables formats (r~v) and (i~v).

5. As such, first of all, the location and placements
of letters (r~) and (i~) as well as of (v) are to be
taken into account as per their fixations in the
alphabet format.

6. The letters (r~) and (i~) are varga consonants of 4th

and 5th placements of 1st column.
i ii iii iv v

1 d~ [k~ x~ /k M+~

2 p~ N~ t~ >~ ~́

3 V~ B~ M~ <~ .k~

4 r~ Fk~ n~ /k~ u~

5 i~ Q~ c~ Hk~ e

7. This as such would focus upon the 4th and 5th rows
of 5*5 varga consonants matrix
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i ii iii iv v
4 r~ Fk~ n~ /k~ u~

5 i~ Q~ c~ Hk~ e

8. The young minds deserve to be very gently helped
to transcend and ascendance along first column [
and like wise along other columns; and then to
glide and navigate along both orientations of rows,
as well as to diagonally to ascend and descend
like kj and Fki progressions along 4 (ii) to 5 (i) and
vice versa].

9. The young minds deserve to be sequentially taken
along transcendence and ascendance paths of first
column (and through other columns and rows) with
first step being dp~ and pd~.

10. Learning progression step in the sequence would
be for the first progression formulation dp~ being
d~vp~ as to be of Maheswra Sutras range d~(v b m _ y`
, ,s vks vkS ).

11. During transcendence along 1st column of varga
consonants matrix, one shall be being through
sequential progression phases and stages:
(i) dp~ (ii) dV~ (iii) dr~ (iv) di~ (v) pV~ (vi) pr~ (vii) pi~ (viii)
Vr~ (ix) Vi~ (x) ri~ like wise the ascendance steps
shall be also covering ten sequential progression
phases and stages, and this way these together
shall be manifesting 20 flow steps whose chase
shall be constituting a very rich flow phenomena
of which ‘ri/Tap’ which is to take from 4th row to
5th row as of spatial to solid order.

12. The pairing formulation (PENANCE)=58 =29 +29 =
(Black, black) sequentially is of progression path
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of artifices values 16+5+(14+1+14)+3+5. The
transcendence and ascendance along these
artifices of elemental values is to be of steps (1)
6+5 of hyper order at middle (2) transcendental
order of artifice 5 of solid order  (3) 14+1+14=7*4+1
as of hyper solid order at centre, parallel to second
perfect number (28) (4) to be followed by solid order
at the centre leading to (5) transcendental worlds.

13. This is the Penance/Tapas phenomena within
creator’s space leading to its transcendental
centre.

14. It as such shall be helping the students of VMST
to comprehend and to have an insight as to
(circumference)=123; and to (ABC) path making a
definite choice for the sequential progression out
of pair of possibilities from (AB) leading to (ABC) or
to (ABD) parallel to the sequential  values for 1st

two entities as ‘1’ and ‘2’ leading to 3rd entity as of
value ‘3’ or ‘4’ as per the choice and restriction of
the sequence opted.

15. The sequence 1,2,3——as of restriction/choice
1,1+1, (1+1)+1,—— and the sequence 1,2,4,——
as of restriction/ choice 1,1*2, (1*2)*2,—— are two
distinct options with 1st two items as to be of values
1&2.

16. These two options are of features 2+3=5 and 2*3=6
leading to distinct domains of transcendental
worlds and self referral domains respectively.

17. It is in this back ground that the pairing formulation
(circumference) 123 deserve to be chase as 1-space
in the role of boundary fold.

18. With perfection of comprehension of this feature
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of 1-space in the role of boundary fold would help
the learners to find distinction between vridhi/
addition and gunna/ multiplication operations.

19. With this perfection of intelligence, Sadhkas shall
be acquiring deep insight of the format features of
formulation ‘Y ueks f'kok;%’ / Om Namo Shivay as of
three sub formulations of syllables values 1,2,3
respectively and of formulation ‘Y ueks Hkxors oklqnsok;%’/
Om Namo Bhagwate vasu-deway of four sub
formulations of syllables values 1,2,4,5.

20. The young minds deserve to be very gently helped
for the present phase and stage of transition and
transformation for the sequential progression
‘1,2,4,8’ into ‘1,2,4,5’.

21. It would be a very blissful exercise for the students
of VMST to chase the steps of ‘middle of origin’
and of ‘centre of origin’ by ‘installation of Shiv
Lingam within creator’s space’.

22. It would further be a very blissful intellectual chase
for centre of hyper cube 4 as a seat of
transcendental base.

23. The features of hyper cube 4 accepting 8 fold solid
boundary and transcendental base (5-space)
deserve to be chased as artifices progression
‘1,2,4,8’ restricting up till boundary of hyper cube
4 and the artifices progression (1,2,4,5) taking up
till the transcendental base of hyper cube 4.

24. The students of VMST fulfilled with intensity of
urge to know more and more about the above
features and phenomena shall go for TAP
(PENANCE) and to permit the transcending mind
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to sequentially glimpse the happening of the solid
domain acquiring the role of 8 fold solid boundary
of creator’s space and the creator’s space acquiring
the transcendental base as transcendental grace.

67

SRIMAD DURGA SAPT SHATI

1. The Sadhkas fulfilled with an intensity of Urge to
CONSOLIDATE ‘BLACK TRUTH’ INTELLIGENCE
shall THINK, MEDITATE, TRANSCEND & GLIMPSE
the values and virtues of SRIMAD DURGA SAPT
SHATI.

2. The Sadhkas shall sit comfortable and permit the
mind to respectfully approach the values of
SRIMAD DURGA SAPT SHATI for their intellectual
comprehension and further for glimpsing the
virtues of SRIMAD DURGA SAPT SHATI by faithfully
experiencing during deep prolonged sittings of
trans.

3. The scripture; SRIMAD DURGA SAPT SHATI
deserves to be approached sequentially from its
first to seven hundredth organization step.

4. As the scripture; SRIMAD DURGA SAPT SHATI of
seven hundred steps is organized as thirteen
chapters, as such its sequential chase shall be
chapter wise as of thirteen chase steps.

5. Each chapter of SRIMAD DURGA SAPT SHATI is
self sustained transcendental step and as such
each chapter of the scripture deserves to be fully
comprehended for its deep organizational insight
as well as for its values and virtues as a self
referral domain.
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6. Sadhkas shall firstly go through the text of
chapter-1 of SRIMAD DURGA SAPT SHATI for its,
comprehension and insight at intellectual level
availing geometric formats and artifices of numbers
and then to have experiential bliss of this phase
and stage of the transcendental phenomena by
permitting the transcending mind to glimpse it and
to be face to face with it.

7. One shall at initial stage devote one full day for
this intellectual comprehension and experiential
bliss of this first chapter range of the scripture.

8. Like wise one shall sequentially exclusively devote
one day for each chapter in the sequence and order
of chapter 1 to 13 of SRIMAD DURGA SAPT SHATI.

9. At second stage of intellectual comprehension and
experiential  bliss for consolidation of black truth
intelligence one may devote one full week to each
of the chapters of the scripture.

10. Each (granule)=78=(ambrosia) of (dead zero); (a
dead zero)=(nature).

11. (A granule)=79=(nature)=(a dead zero).
12. A dead zero nature as a granule deserves to be

chased; each granule a consolidation of black truth
intelligence.

13. (A granule, pilgrimage)=(79, 97)=167= (Water
Discipline)=(Ultimate single).

14. Granule’s pilgrimage/ a pilgrimage of granule/
ultimate single/ water discipline; ‘water’ is the
second element.

15. Reaching second element domain is to reach
Nature as a granule and as a dead zero, and it is
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this comprehension at intellectual at experiential
level which deserves to be chased as that ‘reverse’
is ‘ a mirror’ and ‘entity’ is ‘a reverse’, and like
that one is to reach ambrosia to nature, granule
to dead zero.

16. (Nature)=(fours)=(a dead zero).
17. (Fours)=(a dead zero) is the phenomena of values

and virtues whose comprehension at intellectual
and experiential level may help approach the
scripture: SRIMAD DURGA SAPT SHATI.

18. ‘Four’ as artifice and as hyper space deserves to
be comprehended well for deep insight and skill of
its coverage in terms of 13 edged hyper cube 4.

19. The fixation and coverage of hyper cube 4 as 13
edged cube is to help comprehend the organization
features of hyper cube 4 as representative regular
body of 4-space.

20. This fixation and coverage of 4-space domain in
terms of 13 edged hyper cube 4 shall be further
helping  who approach centre of 4-space in terms
of 13th edged as a spatial edge approaching centre
as spatial axis of 4-space.

21. This fixational location shall be further helping to
fix and locate central transcendental core of
creator’s space.

22. This fixational location also shall be helping attain
enlightenment as of the order of Vidya dhari/
Goddess of knowledge/ Goddess Saraswati.

23. This as such, sequentially shall be attaining
enlightenment of the orders of Goddess Saraswati,
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Goddess Parvati and Goddess Laxami, and ahead
of the unified values of all gods and Goddesses.

24. It is for this enlightenment that the Sadhkas
initiate themselves and do penances and the
Sadhkas fulfilled with intensity of urge to attain
it shall respectfully approach and faithfully follow
the scripture; SRIMAD DURGA SAPT SHATI.

68

SRIMAD DURGA SAPT SHATI-1

1. Here Sadhkas enter the heart of VMST domain.
2. Here Sadhkas come face to face with ‘VOLUMME

DISCIPLINE’.
3. One way to approach ‘VOLUMME DISCIPLINE’ is

as ‘Cosmic Cave New Axis’.
4. It is a ‘new entity axis’.
5. Along artifices of numbers, it accepts chase of

artifice value of artifice ‘188’.
6. Artifice 188 has ‘Tri-monad’ pairings; (Volumme

Discipline)=188=94+94=(Tri-monad, Tir-monad).
7. One organizing feature of (Volumme Discipline) is

that it goes the pairing feature of ‘Tri-monad’ way
as (Volumme Discipline)=[{(Monad, monad)}
,{(Monad, monad)}].

8. This feature of (Volumme Discipline)=[{(Monad,
monad)},{(Monad, monad)}]= (Tri-monad, Tir-
monad), deserves to be chased, and young minds
deserve to be very gently taken through this chase.

9. One way to charter this chase is to be through
the pairing organization format for the artifice 188,
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at first round being of 94 steps of features (1,187),
(2,186)—(94,94).

10. It is at the second round that 94=(47,47) shall be
yielding as many as 47 internal pairing steps for
it, and like wise, one shall be face to face with
series of internal pairing steps for whole range of
(Volumme Discipline) being (Ultimate Truth), (Two-
space paragraph), (Creation counting),(Four space
colour) and so on.

11. Other way to chase (Volumme Discipline) is as
(Black Solid Discipline).

12. It is going to be a chase availing ‘ cave ‘ of ‘cube’ as
(cube cave)=(cosmic), and volumme as (cosmic
god).

13. As such (Volumme Discipline) turns out to be the
(cosmic god discipline).

14. (Cosmic god)=(black solid).
15. So, the young minds deserve to be very gently

initiated as that (Volumme Discipline) is (black
intelligence space).

16. The chase of (Volumme Discipline) as (black
intelligence space) shall be bringing the Sadhkas
face to face with the features of (Transcendental
fire).

17. This way, this chase is to take us to the (Volumme
Discipline) as a feature of (Transcendental fire).

18. From (Transcendental fire) to (Transcendental
light) there are as many as ‘18’ steps which take
from(Transcendental fire) to (Transcendental fire
head).

19. It is a phase and stage being face to face with
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(Transcendental Ion Head). It shall be taking to
(Ion Joint Discipline).

20. Such being the features range for (Transcendental
light)/’Jyoti/T;ksfr%’, the same deserves to be glimpsed
by the transcending mind.

21. It is through this transcendental glimpsing that
one shall be initiating one self for enlightenment
of the order of 13 steps of organization of ‘SRIMAD
DURGA SAPT SHATI’ .

69

SRIMAD DURGA SAPT SHATI-2

INTRODUCTORY

I

ARTIFICE OF 700

1. Shrimad Durga Sapatsati, Shrimad Bhagwad
Geeta and Hirdya Sthanam of Charak Samhita
avail artifice of 700 as organization format.

2. Shrimad Durga Sapatsati is a scripture of 13
chapters while Shrimad Bhagwad Geeta and Hirdya
Sthanam are respectively of 18 and 12 chapters
each.

3. Shrimad Durga Sapatsati is part of Shri Markandya
Puran while Shrimad Bhagwad Geeta is part of
Urmahabhartum and Hirdya Sthanam is part of
Charak Samhita.

4. Shrimad Durga Sapatsati organization format as
has the unique feature of even uvachas also to be
counted and accepted for specific artifices units
to be provided out of the total range of seven
hundred units of artifice of whole number 700.
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5. There are 57 Uvachas 42 Ardh Shalokas and 535
Shalokas of all the 13 chapters organization of
Shrimad Durga Sapatsati.

II

6. The chapter wise, Uvachas, Ardh shalokas and
Shalokas of the organization format of Shrimad
Durga Sapatsati permit tabulation as under:

Uvachas Ardh
Shaloka

Shaloka TotalChapter

No. Of Up
till

Of Up
till

Of Up
till

Of Up
till

1 14 14 24 24 66 66 104 104
2 01 15 00 24 68 134 069 173
3 03 18 00 24 41 175 44 217
4 05 23 02 26 35 210 42 259
5 09 32 66 * 54 264 129 388
6 04 36 00 26 20 284 024 412
7 02 38 00 26 25 309 027 439
8 01 39 01 27 61 370 063 502
9 02 41 00 27 39 409 041 543
10 04 45 01 28 27 436 032 575
11 04 49 01 29 50 486 055 630
12 02 51 02 31 37 523 041 671
13 06 57 11 42 12 535 029 700

7. The organization format of Shrimad Durga
Sapatsati avails artifice of 700 with its
reorganization as 57 Uvachas, 42 Ardh Shalokas,
66 Tripad Mantras and 535 full shalokas.

8. The reorganization of artifice of 700 as of four folds,
viz. (i) Uvachas (57), (ii) Ardh Shalokas (42), (iii)
Tripad Mantras (66) and (iv) Full Shalokas (535) is
the special features of this organization.

9. The number of full Shalokas range as of the order
of artifice of 535 deserves to be chased as
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comparison to the range of Braham Sutra as being
of the order of artifice of 555 and also as comparison
to the range of Sidha Sidhanta Padti, also known
as Gorakshko Upanishad which is of the order of
the artifice of 353 Shalokas.

10. The artifices 535, 555 and 353, evidently are
availing whole number 3 and 5 which get
interlocked as 3-Space as dimension of 5-Space
(the transcendental worlds).

III
ARTIFICE 57

11. The artifice 57 is of features, with 7 at unit place
and 5 at ten place. This, this way is of composition
50 + 7.

12. The artifice 57 avails the artifices of 5 and 7 as
numerals. This is parallel to the split up of 12
edges of cube as of seven manifest edges (which
are sufficient to connect all the eight corners and
sustained the setup) and 5 un-manifest edges

13. NVF (SLEEP) = 57 is to focus upon of 5 edges going
to sleep.

14. NVF (HEIGHT) = 57 is to focus upon as to the 7
edges height to awake from deep sleep.

15. This 7 edges height to awake from deep sleep is
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the range in between origin and center with NVF
(ORIGIN) = 72 and NVF (CENTER) = 65.

IV

ARTIFICE 42

16. NVF (OLD) = 31 and NVF (NEW) = 42.
17. NVF (FIVE) = NVF (NINE) = NVF (NEW) = 42
18. NVF (FORMAT) = 73 = 31 + 42 = NVF (OLD) + NVF

(NEW).
19. The artifice 31 as NVF (OLD) = NVF (CUBE) with 1

at unit place and 3 at next place value is of linear
order organization with 1-Space in the role of
dimension of 3-Space. The artifice 42 as NVF
(NEW) with 2 at unit place and 4 at next place
value is of spatial order organization with 2-Space
in the role of dimension of 4-Space.

V

ARTIFICE 66

20. The artifice 66 with 6 at unit place and also 6 at
next place value is of the order of self reflecting
artifice for the mirror at its joint.

21. NVF (FAMILY) = 66 = NVF (SINGLE); as such this
is the artifice of the single family organization
format.

VI

ARTIFICE 535

22. (53, 35) reflection pair of unique feature as that,
53 as NVF (NOSE) and 35 as NVF (EYE).

23. NVF (MONAD) + NVF (MONAD) = NVF (TRI-MONAD)
is there as transcendental phenomena emerging
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and fading of its own within creator’s Space as
Lord Shiv, the Lord Creator (the lord of creator).

ORGANIZATION CHASE

CHAPTER-I

104

24. The artifice 104 is of generic NVF (SPACE FOUR).
25. The artifice 104 accepts re-organization as 104 =

13 x 8.
26. This re-organization is parallel to eight fold

coordination of 13 edged hyper cube –4 with eight
solid boundary components of hyper cube-4.

27. 4-Space is creator’s space with 5-Space as its
center and 6-Space as the origin which itself
manifests the boundary of 7-Space/ Sapat Rishi
Lok being the domain of unity state of
consciousness. This four fold chase beginning with
4-Space and reaching up till 7-Space is the
manifestation layer of quadruple of artifices (4, 5,
6, 7).

28. The organization format of Chapter-1 while it avails
the artifice 104 as of generic NVF (SPACE FOUR)
and the organization folds as 14 Uvachas, 24 Ardh
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Shalokas and 66 full Shalokas, these as such are
of geometric formats with 14 Uvachas as 14A6,
boundary components of 7-Space in the role of
origin fold. The 24 Ardh Shalokas are of geometric
format of dimensional frame of 6-Space with each
of its dimension being of the order of 4-Space (6 x
4 = 24). The 66 full shalokas are of the di-monad
format with 7-Space as the joint and either part
being 6-Space as boundary component around the
joint of di-monad.

CHAPTER-2

69

29. The artifice of 69 is of generic NVF (ZOOM).
30. The Devnagri numerals 3 & 6 are reflection images

of each other this is parallel to the split up of a
three dimensional frame as a pair of three
dimensional frames of half dimensions.

31. This organization of 3 = 3 x 1 and 6 = 3 x 2 is of
geometric formats of spatial order of pair of axes
with second axis resuming the existence of first
axis and hence itself, a step ahead of first axis
becomes of a spatial order. The 12 and 21 as
reflection pair with 12 as 2 x 6 boundary
components of hyper cube-6 and 21 = 1 + 2 + 3 + 4
+ 5 + 6 as Sathapatya measuring rod for 6-Space
as domain, this way focus upon the organization
and format of pair of axes, as first and second
axes covering the unit place and the next place
value for the artifices of numbers. Expressed in
terms of first and second Tatav/elements of Vishnu
Lok (6-Space with range of 26 elements) as AB
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with reflection pair BA, together as ABBA is the
first generic formulation of Bible being NVF (ABBA)
= 1 + 2 + 2 + 1= 6

Here NVF (BIBLE GENERIC) = 91 = NVF (MIRROR).
32. Å¡ (Om) is sole syllable. It is of four folds. The

artifice of 4 has the feature 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 = 10 and
has reflection pairing with 01 that is 1. As within
4-Space as of spatial order availing features of
artifice of 4 as being 2 + 2 = 2 x 2 = — 2 x –2, here
in this creator’s Space, the change of orientation
is permissible and the same stands assimilated
into the compositions of the organization because
of which reflection pairing becomes the main
operation. It is because of it that the repeated
pairing as pairing of pairs and the consequential
four folds when subjected to change of orientation
for the order 1, 2, 3, 4, as 4, 3, 2, 1, the 1 and 4
get paired and like wise 2 and 3, 3 and 2 and 4
and 1 as well get paired. This reversal of
orientation together with having half of the range
of four folds and thereby the pair of pairings (1, 4)
and (2, 3) takes to 1 x 4 = 4 and 2 x 3 = 6 while 4
and 6 themselves get sequenced as 4 x 1, 4 x 3/2
with this at the next step the sequencing takes to
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the artifice 4 x 3/2 x 3/2 = 9. It is this sequential
order 4 x 3/2 = 6 and 4 x 3/2 x 3/2 = 9, which with
reversal of orientation takes to the artifice 69. This
may be depicted through the artifices of om
formulation as:

33. The organization of chapter-2 as of artifice 69 range
with re-organization as 1 Uvacha and 68 Shalokas is
of generic format as of NVF (ZOOM) = 69 = 1 + 68 = NVF
(A JOINT).

34. NVF (JOINT) = 68 = 34 + 34 = NVF (ONE) + NVF (ONE).

CHAPTER-3

44

35. The artifice of 44 is of generic NVF (SPACE).
36. Earth, Water, Fire, Air and Space in that sequence

and order is fifth sequential step.
37. Origin of 4-Space is 5-Space.
38. 5-Space is solid order space.
39. The trimonad format because of solid order of 5-

Space as origin/center/joint of di-monad as
organization at the middle with 4-Space in the
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role of boundary of 5-Space, the same as boundary
components on either side of the middle makes
the space as of artifice 44 with middle joint, though
of solid order but remaining un-manifest. This may
be depicted as:

40. Solid order of joint/center/origin/middle as format
for 3 Uvachas and the balance artifice 41 as format
for Shalokas as of generic NVF(AFFINE) = 41 =
NVF (LOCK) = NVF (KEY) is to help reach at the
organization of this chapter.

CHAPTER-4

42

41. The format of artifice 42 flows from middle of the
format of artifice 44 as an organization within pair
of ends.

42. Artifice 44 as NVF (SPACE) and artifice 42 as NVF
(NEW) is the transcendental phenomena of NEW
(SPACE) flowing from middle of the space as middle
of the space being the seat of space of next
dimensional order.

43. The organization of artifice of 42 as format for five
Uvachas, 2 Ardh Shalokas and 35 full shalokas, in
continuity of the organization format of previous
chapter-3 is to take to the format of 5-Space at
the middle for the format of five Uvachas and the
pair of parts of hyper cube-5 parallel to the spatial
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order of 4-Space with the further feature as that
pairing of spatial orders to synthesize solid order,
as such becomes the format for two Ardh Shalokas.

44. Artifice 35 as of generic NVF (EYE) and further
the re-organization of the artifice 35 as 5 x 7
parallel to 7 dimensions of 7-Space constituted by
5-Space, as well as the composition of artifice 35
with 5 at unit place and 3 at next value place
along with the parallel interlocking of 3-Space and
5-Space as dimension and domain takes to the
basic features of organization format of chapter-4
of the scripture.

CHAPTER-5

129

45. The artifice 129 accepts re-organization as 80 +
49, which is of generic NVF (LORD CREATOR).
The lord creator, the lord of creator is lord Shiv,
the presiding deity of 5-Space.

46. Lord Shiv, the lord creator is over lord of
transcendental worlds (5-Space) and the
transcendental range (5,6,7,8,9) takes up till 9-
Space/Brahman domain as source origin.

47. Braham Jyoti flow from the source origin as seven
streams flow from the middle of the orb of the Sun
manifest as center of the orb of the Sun. With the
center of orb of the Sun as joint of di-monad makes
the orb of the Sun as self reflecting artifice 66.
The manifestation layer (6,7,8,9) coordinates 6-
Space as dimension with 9-Space as origin and
thereby manifest the organization format of artifice
6 x 9 = 54.

48. This, this way manifests with transcendental base,
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the organization format of chapter –5 as of 9
uvachas, 66 three padas mantras and 54 full
shalokas of four quarter each.

CHAPTER-6

24

49. The artifice 24 is of the generic NVF (EAR). The
artifice 26 as of generic NVF (EAR) is to reach the
enlightenment a step ahead along the
transcendental flow from within the
transcendental world taking to its origin, the Sun
(6-Space) as of the dimensional frame of six
dimensions constituted by 4-Space and thereby
there being the organization format of the order of
the artifice 6 x 4 = 24.

50. With 4-Space in the role of dimension, this order
manifest as four Uvachas and further 4-Space
being in their role of dimension of 5-Space/
transcendental world further manifest 4 x 5 = 20
Shalokas.

CHAPTER-7

27

51. Artifice 27 is of generic NVF (HALF); as half of
generic NVF (SUN) = 54.

52. The 4-Space as dimensional order of 6-Space, and
it self being of spatial order (2-Space in the role of
dimension of 4-Space), manifests organization
format as of 2 Uvachas.

53. The spatial order manifests area with NVF (AREA)
= 25 as an organization format for manifestation
of 25 Shalokas of chapter-7.
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CHAPTER-8

63

54. Artifice 63 is of generic NVF (LIMIT). From
dimensional order to dimensional order of
dimension, there manifests sequential limit of
dimensional processing of affine spaces.

55. It is this limit of dimensional processing which
takes to 1-Space as dimension of dimension of the
transcendental world (5-Space) within creator’s
Space and as such the organization format being
of 1 Uvacha as well as there being 1 Ardh Shaloka.

56. NVF (CHURCH) = 61 as the limit of the affine order
manifests the organization format of 61 Shalokas
of this chapter.

CHAPTER-9

41

57. The artifice 41 is of generic NVF (AFFINE).
58. NVF(AFFINE) = 61 = NVF (LOCK) = NVF (KEY).
59. The affine feature of space at the base of the

transcendental world is that it is lock as well as
the key simultaneously of its own and it is this
affine feature which makes it to be self referral
as well as it emerging and fading of its own within
the transcendental world and further the
emergence and fading of transcendental world
within the creator’s space.

60. These affine features of being lock and key
simultaneously makes it to be of pair of features
as of complementary and supplementary of each
other which together manifest organization format
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for 2 Uvachas of the organization format of the
chapter.

61. With this artifice of 39 as of generic NVF (ANGEL)
manifest as the organization format of Shalokas
of the chapter.

CHAPTER-10

32

62. Artifice 32 is of generic NVF (LIFE).
63. It is affine space which sustains pure

transcendental values emanating from  its origin.
64. NVF (PURE) = 60 = NVF (FOUR) makes it of format

of affine space as creator’s space (4-Space).
65. The organization of 4 Uvachas, 1 Ardh Shaloka

and 27 Shalokas with 27 as of generic NVF (HALF)
is the organization format of 4-Space with hyper
cube-4 as its representative regular body of domain
boundary ratio as of formulation A4:8B3 with its
fixation within complete boundary in terms of 8 x
4 = 32 dimensional coordinates.

CHAPTER-11

55

66. Artifice 55 is of generic NVF (HEAVEN).
67. NVF (HEAVEN) = 55 = NVF (SKY).
68. Life attains the heights of heaven.
69. The organization format of 4 Uvachas and 1 Ardh

Shaloka further of 50 Shalokas is of the order of
4-Space in the role of boundary of 5-Space fully
enveloping it and getting fixed in terms of 10 x 5 =
50 dimensional coordinates.
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CHAPTER-12

41

70. Artifice 41 is of generic NVF (AFFINE) = NVF
(LOCK) = NVF (KEY).

71. The organization format of 2 Uvachas, 2 Ardh
Shalokas and 37 Shalokas is of creator’s Space
with its boundary unfolding itself as Trishapta (3
and 7) as 7 geometries of 3-Space and as such
there being complete seal with NVF (SEAL) = 37
as the organization format of 37 Shalokas of this
chapter.

CHAPTER-13

29

72. Artifice 29 is of generic NVF (BLACK) and its
organization as of 6 Uvachas, 11 Ardh Shalokas
and 12 Shalokas, is to exhaustively cross over the
tri-monad format of the transcendental world as
6 = 1 + 2 + 3 = 1 x 2 x 3, 11 = 2 x 5 + 1 and 12 = 2 (1
+ 2 + 3) and thereby ahead there being the worlds
of whole range of  “Black” domains.

 70

SRIMAD DURGA SAPT SHATI-3

ORGANIZATION CHASE

1

INTRODUCTORY

1. Yog darshan accepts Panchvaritiya (five folds) to
be transcended to reach at unison with the
transcendental nature of Brahman.

2. Shrimad Durga Sapatsati concludes with the
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enlightenment message as that after hearing
discourse of Medha Muni, both King Surath and
Samadhi Vaish had proceeded for penance on the
bank of river for darshan of goddess. Vaish had
started penance by reciting Devi sukt. Both had
worshipped Devi by installing clay idol of Devi.
Slowly they had reduced their food intake and with
one pointed attention continued focusing mind
upon the goddess. Both continued sacrifice by
outflow of blood from their body and with self
imposed discipline continued penance for full three
years on this the sustainer of the Jagat (world).
Goddess Chandika gave them Prataksh Darshan
(appeared with full reality before them). Goddess
being satisfied bless them with the demanded
favours. So blessed Vaish had Moksha and King
Surath had re-birth as Savarni Manu in the next
birth.

3. There are 14 Manus (taking birth from Sun). This
is unity state (seventh state of consciousness)
expressing 14 manifestation as 14 Manus fully
enveloping this state of transcendental order. This
is the state of Dhruv (pole star)/Sapat Rishi Lok/
7-Space with domain boundary expression within
creator’s Space as A7:14B6. This is stage, state,
order and phase of transcendental worlds (5-
Space) playing the role of dimension of 7-Space/
transcendental world. Sapat Rishi/Seven seers of
transcendental state uniting and collectively
sustaining the unity state of expression of Sapat
Rishi Lok/7-Space.

4. Each of the 14 Manus is of god state of
consciousness (6th state of consciousness/
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Vishnu/Atman/Sun/6-Space/hyper cube-6 as
boundary component of hyper cube-7/7-Space/
Sapat Rishi Lok. Seven seers/Sapat Rishi
collectively as of transcendental order (5th state
of consciousness/Cosmic consciousness/5-Space
presided by lord Shiv) constituting the dimensional
order of Sapat Rishi Lok/7-Space.

5. Samadhi Vaish (as of second cast/spatial order/
2-Space/square) and King Surath (as of third cast/
solid order/3-Space/Cube), together have been
through their penance in two phases, firstly as of
enlightenment discourses (knowledge) from Medha
Muni and thereafter the penance of worshipping
the goddess for full three years.

6. NVF (SQUARE) = 81 and NVF (CUBE) = 31 together
81 + 31 = 112 = NVF (MATHEMATICS).

7. Square/2-Space/spatial dimensional order and
cube/3-Space/ solid dimensional order, together
as 2-Space as boundary and 3-Space as domain,
manifesting simultaneously and then in the role
of dimension, and that to of two phases (firstly as
knowledge and secondly as penance) takes 3-Space
to 5-Space and 5-Space to 7-Space. Simultaneously
it takes 2-Space to 4-Space and 4-Space to 6-Space.
These together take to 7-Space enveloped within
6-Space. The artifice of 6 accepts organization as
1 + 2 + 3 = 1 x 2 x 3. The artifice of 7 gets
coordinated with the artifice of 3, as seven
geometries of 3-Space, 7 non-negative geometries
of 6-Space and as 7 transcendental dimensions of
7-Space with 3-Space as dimension of dimension.
It is in this process that the boundary reaches its
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optimum as hyper circle 8 onwards, the boundary
starts decreasing and hence ultimately it vanishes
and there has been Moksha for Vaish. However
the domain continues sequentially increasing and
as result King Surath in the next birth takes birth
as Manu.

2

ORGANISATION FORMAT OF CHAPTER 1

1. The organization format of Chapter-1 of Shrimad
Durga Sapatsati is availing the artifice 104.

2. The artifice 104 accepts re-organization as 44 +
60 which is of the order of NVF (SPACE) + NVF
(FOUR). As such the organization format of
Chapter-1 being as of space-four, which is creator’s
space presided by Lord Brahma, the four head Lord,
creator the supreme.

3. The organization format chapter-2 of Shrimad
Durga Sapatsati is availing the artifice 69.

4. The artifice 69 accepts re-organization as 64 + 5
which is of the order of NVF (ZERO) + 5. As such
this organization has the transcendental feature
of artifice of 5 parallel to the transcendental world
(5-Space) emerging within creator’s Space (4-
Space) at its origin.

5. Further artifice 69 is parallel to NVF (UNITE) = 21
+ 14 + 9 + 20 + 5 = 69. As such, the transcendental
powers (Tej of gods) emerge and unite as goddess
for de-manifestation of the manifested formats of
creations.
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3

CHASE

1. Artifice 104 as of digit 4 at unit place and digit 10
at the next place is of features as that 4 = 1 + 1 +
1 + 1 and 10 = 1 + 2 +3 +4. Of these the first
expression 1 + 1+ 1+ 1 is of uniform/affine order
while the second expression 1 +2+3+4 is of
sequential/ dimensional order.

2. Further the artifice 104 is also of the expression
within creator’s Space (4-Space) along spatial order
of di-monad format with one part as of artifice 1
and other part being of artifice 4 while the joint
being 0. Here 4 as 1 and 1 as 4 is the permissible
manifestation NVF (ZERO) = NVF (UNIT) = 64 = 4 x
4 x 4, because of the solid order of the origin, and
transcendence their from is to lead to hyper solid
order.

3. This makes the expression 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 also of
four folds with first fold as (1+ 1 + 1 + 1). The
second fold as (1 + 1+ 1+ 1) + (1 +1 + 1+1), third
fold as (1+1+1+1) + (1+1+1+1) + (1+1+1+1) and
fourth fold as (1+1+1+1) + (1+1+1+1) + (1+1+1+1) +
(1+1+1+1). These together are of the order of
artifice 40.

4. NVF (MIND) = 40.
5. The domain boundary ratio of hyper cube-5, the

representative regular body of the transcendental
world as A5:10B4 makes the boundary as of 10 x 4
= 40 spatial coordinates.

6. NVF (DIVE) = 40.
7. The dive at the origin of creator’s Space brings the
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transcendental world within enveloping of 4-Space
as of ten hyper cube-4 boundary components.

8. NVF (DIVE) = 40 = 13 + 27.
9. Artifice 13 parallel to 13 edged hyper cube-4 and

artifice 27 = 3 x 3 x 3, as solid order of the
transcendental world [which accepts 3-Space as
dimension, and further NVF (SOLID) = NVF
(LINEAR)].

10. As such the mind dive with NVF (MIND DIVE) = 80
= NVF (CREATOR) and artifice 80 = 8 x 10, which
is parallel to the availability of precisely 80 cubes
(solid components) constituting the boundary of
boundary of the transcendental world (5-Space/
hyper cube-5 with boundary as 10 hyper cubes-4
and each hyper cube-4 accepting boundary as 8
cubes).

11. With 2 x 5 + 1 = 11 as 11 geometries of 5-Space/
versions of hyper cube-5, the remaining 80 – 11 =
69 cubes/solids would be available for transition
to the organization format of chapter-2 of Shrimad
Durga Sapatsati.

12. The artifice 69 = 23 + 23 + 23 is parallel to NVF
(END) + NVF (END) + NVF (END).

13. Tri-angle is the first spatial setup which encloses
the spatial space with minimum of three lines. Its
further features is that it has three sides as well
as three end corners. The simultaneous setup of
three points as end corners (points/0-Space/Zero)
and three lines as end edges (lines/1-Space/Unit).
With NVF (ZERO) = NVF (UNIT), the linear order
comes to an end here and it transits and
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transforms into spatial order as much as that the
linear order accepts (n –1) units within n points
while in spatial order n units are available within
n points.

4

TRANSITION FROM CHAPTER 2 TO CHAPTER 3

14.This transition from linear order to spatial order in
its generality beginning with tri-angle and for
polygons of any order with circle as the ultimate
infinite polygon enveloping area within, with NVF
(AREA) = 25, when transcended takes from the
artifice of 69 to that of 69 – 25 = 44 as the artifice
of the organization format of chapter-3 of Shrimad
Durga Sapatsati.

5

TRANSITION FROM CHAPTER 3 TO CHAPTER 4

15. Artifice 44 with format as within a pair of end
points, is to be of flow in between the end points
as of artifice 42 which is the artifice for the
organization format of Chapter-4.

6

TRANSITION FROM CHAPTER 4 TO CHAPTER 5

16. Flow adds additional unit. This makes the artifice
42 transiting as artifice 43. NVF (SOLID) = NVF
(LINEAR) and within creator’s Space (4-Space), the
cube/solid having one degree of freedom of motion/
flow, that way becomes of three folds flow being of
solid order and as such this amounts to transition
to that of 43 + 43 + 43 = 129 artifice as is of the
organization format of chapter-5.
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7

TRANSITION FROM CHAPTER 5 TO CHAPTER 6

17. The artifice 129 accepts the organization as 105 +
24. The artifice 105 accepts re-organization as 5 x
(1+ 2+3+4+5+6) with 1+2+3+4+5+6 being the
artifice of measuring rod which with dive at the
origin of creator’s Space which is of transcendental
order (5-Space) is to constitute a format for diving
beyond to 6-Space as of the dimensional order 6 x
4 = 24 as the artifice, as is of the organization
format of chapter 6.

8

TRANSITION FROM CHAPTER 6 TO CHAPTER 7

18. The sequential increase from 4-Space (as domain)
to 5-Space (as domain) to 6-Space (as domain) and
so on is of linear order which, as such within spatial
order 4-Space, is to be of half order. NVF (HALF) =
27 is the artifice, as is of the organization format
of chapter-7. This is the stage and state where
NVF (SUN) = NVF (HALF) + NVF (HALF) focuses
upon the sequential order of the organization
formats.

9

TRANSITION FROM CHAPTER 7 TO CHAPTER 8

19. Further transition feature of the organization
formats is of the limit process coming into
operation. It is NVF (LIMIT) = 63 which as such is
the artifice of the organization format of Chapter-
8.
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10

TRANSITION FROM CHAPTER 8 TO CHAPTER 9

20. Further transition feature of the organization
formats is of the attainment with reaching at the
limit process as to be the affine nature of the
transcendental order. It is NVF (AFFINE) = 41
which as such is the artifice of the organization
format of Chapter-9.

11

TRANSITION FROM CHAPTER 9 TO CHAPTER 10

21. Further transition feature of the organization
formats is that the affine nature of the
transcendental order is for sustenance of life. It
is NVF (LIFE) = 32 which as such is the artifice of
the organization format of Chapter-10.

12

TRANSITION FROM CHAPTER 10 TO CHAPTER 11

22. Further transition feature of the organization
formats is that the sustenance of life within
transcendental folds is of the order of heaven. It
is NVF (HEAVEN) = 55 = NVF (SKY) which as such
is the artifice of organization format of Chapter-
11.

13

TRANSITION FROM CHAPTER 11 TO CHAPTER 12

23. Further transition feature of the organization
formats is that the order of heaven as sky is its
own affine lock and key. It is this self locking and
un locking feature with NVF (AFFINE) = NVF (LOCK)
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= NVF (KEY) which as such is the artifice of
organization format of Chapter-12.

14

TRANSITION FROM CHAPTER 12 TO CHAPTER 13

24. The ultimate transition feature is to take to the
whole range of domains being black within the
attainable limits of existence phenomena. It is NVF
(BLACK) = 29 which as such is the artifice of
organization format of Chapter-13.
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(1, 2, 4, 5)

STEPS 71 TO 75

71

SRIMAD DURGA SAPT SHATI-4

1. (Volumme Discipline) chase will help reach at
different features of the organization format of
SRIMAD DURGA SAPT SHATI.

2. One shall sit comfortably and permit the
transcending mind to transcend through the cave
of cube as ‘cosmic’ entity for its ‘axis’ as ‘new axis’.

3. This sequential transition from linear to spatial to
solid to hyper solid to transcendental to self
referral of its own is a transcendental phenomena
which deserves to be chased very gently and with
respect and faith for its happening.

4. For this chase one shall learn to avail artifices of
numbers, dimensional frames, manifestation
layers, transcendental paths and self referral
happenings.

5. One shall pause at each learning step.
6. Going from ‘1’ to ‘2’ is a very big step.
7. To have an Idea of how big it is, one shall just give

a reverse thought of processing while proceeding
from ‘2’ to ‘1’ and see how whole mathematics
transforms as ‘2 as 1’.

8. A step ahead, going from ‘2’ to ‘3’ would, as such
would be a very big step.

9. If going from ‘1’ to ‘2’ is of the order of transition
from ‘linear’ to ‘spatial’ order, then going from ‘2’
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to ‘3’ would, as such, is to be a transition from
‘spatial to solid order’.

10. One shall chase ‘1’ to ‘2’ as fixation of sequence/
series in terms of first two terms, and see that
[1,2] may take to [1,2,3——] as well as to [1,2,4,—
—].

11. One may pose to one self as to what would be the
fourth term for above pair of sequences.

12. See [1,2,3——] taking to [1,2,3,4——].
13. And [1,2,4,——] taking to [1,2,4,5——].
14. Here 1 as 0 power 2, 2 as 1 power 2 and 4 as 2

power 2, may in that sequence take to 3 power 2.
15. But, the geometric frames constraints would work

out (4,4)=(5).
16. For it, one may chase afresh beginning with

interval format to comprehend and to have insight
for (0,0)= (1) like a pair of paints/ end points
framing interval domain/ length.

17. At a next step (1,1)=(2) shall be a chase of 2-space
in terms of a pair of axes/ a bended line.

18. A bended plane shall be leading to (2,2)=(3).
19. And this shall be working out as a general rule

(n,n)=(n+1) as of  bended hyper cube n format;
bended cube taking to (3,3)=(4), bended hyper cube
4 taking to (4,4)=(5).

20. As such [1,2,4,5——] is a sequential order which
deserves to be chased as a feature of ‘spatial order’
of creator’s space.

21. It is this feature which deserves to be very gently
initiated to young minds as a mathematics of a
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bended line/bended square/bended cube/ bended
hyper cube 4 for appreciation of the organization
features of (black solid )=(volumme)=(space,
space)=(44+44)=88.

22. It would be a phase and stage where the young
minds deserves to be introduced the concept of
‘halving’ along with ‘pairing’.

23. (Halving)=73=(Format).
24. ‘Halving’ as ‘Format’ deserves to be chased as of

‘pair of hemi spheres’.
25. This Halving Format deserves to be chased as

spatial order along solid base.
26. Its range as such begins with ‘ water’/ second

element and reaches up till ‘fire’/third element.
27. Vedic systems transit from ‘measuring rods’ to

‘vrishni’ / o`f".k% / super- imposed grids.
28. Students of VMST enter cosmic cave as entity as

‘vrishni’ / o`f".k% / super- imposed grids to chase
through ‘three-spaces voids’/ ‘three space zooms’.

29. Young minds deserve to be very gently initiative
for ‘three-spaces voids’/ ‘three space zooms’ chase
of ‘cosmic cave’ as entity along ‘vrishni’ / o`f".k% /
‘super- imposed grids format’.

30. One may begin construction of ‘vrishni’ / o`f".k% /
‘super- imposed grids format’ by taking first step
to construct a 2*2 grid and then as a second step
to super impose it with 1*1 grid connecting all the
four centres of  four squares of 2*2 grid.

31. When one would begin with 3*3 grid as base grid,
it shall sequentially be permitting super imposition
of pair of grids of values 2*2 and 1*1 respectively.
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32. The grid squares are the affine formats for
sequential cubes and these as ‘three spaces voids/
three space zooms’ manifests flow paths for ‘fires’/
third element fountains at centers of grids
squares.

33. These flow paths accepts manifestation layers
formats, which for fire as third elements in the
role of dimension availing artifice-3 takes (ion)=
(fire) to (light)=(ion head)=(domain) as
manifestation layer (3,4,5,6) with 6/6-space/ sun/
atman/soul/Lord Vishnu as ‘origin’.

34. It would be a blissful exercise to chase ‘fire paths’
as ‘three spaces voids’ of ‘vrishni’ / o`f".k%/ ‘super-
imposed grids format’.

35. With perfection of intelligence of ‘fire paths’ as
‘three spaces voids’ of ‘vrishni’ / o`f".k% / ‘super-
imposed grids format’, one shall be making one
self to be intelligent enough to chase organization
format of SRIMAD DURGA SAPT SHATI beginning
with its chapter 1 as chase for 6-space up till its
dimension of dimensional order it self manifesting
as second element/ water.

72

SRIMAD DURGA SAPT SHATI-5

1. For complete comprehension and full insight of
the features of organization format of SRIMAD
DURGA SAPT SHATI, one is to be acquinted well
with the original text of the scripture.

2. There can be no parallel or substitute for it, as no
translation of Vedic scriptures can replace the
original without sacrificing its values.
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3. One shall learn Sanskrit and be blissful of full
values and virtues of the Vedic scriptures.

4. ‘Meanings’ of Vedic sounds as well remain at lower
platform than that of the higher platform of Vedic
sounds themselves.

5. One way to have an idea of the gap which remains
between meanings format and sounds format, one
may have an idea of how much gap remains
between intellectual comprehensions and
experiential insight.

6. As such the chase of organization format of
SRIMAD DURGA SAPT SHATI may better be by
permitting the transcending mind to glimpse
through cosmic cave entity by being face to face
with its ‘new axis’.

7. (New axis)=42+53=95=(Renewing); (knowledge)=(a
Renewing )=(Recycling)

8. The transcendental glimpse of knowledge as a
Renewing and Recycling process shall be helping
the Sadhkas to consolidate black intelligence as
Volumme Discipline of cosmic cave entity new axis
of SRIMAD DURGA SAPT SHATI organization
format.

9. As such one shall avail Vedic sound of text of
SRIMAD DURGA SAPT SHATI for transcending
mind chasing black intelligence phenomena of
transcendental values and virtues.

10. It would be a blissful exercise to sequentially chase
the organization format of SRIMAD DURGA SAPT
SHATI availing Vedic sounds of one chapter at time.

11. All the words /formulations of text of SRIMAD
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DURGA SAPT SHATI are as per the values and
virtues of artifices of numbers and geometric
formats of dimensional spaces manifesting availing
spatial order of creator’s space with transcendental
base and self referral basis.

12. As such every ‘word/ formulation/ sound’ of the
text of SRIMAD DURGA SAPT SHATI deserves to
be gently chased with respect and faith for its
values and virtues being of transcendental order
zooming within creator’s space.

13. The first principle ‘word/ formulation/ sound’ is
‘Medha Rishi / es/kk _f"k%’/ Transcendental carrier of
Intelligence.

14. Like that every ‘word/ formulation/ sound’ of the
text of SRIMAD DURGA SAPT SHATI deserves to
be gently chased with respect and faith for its
values and virtues being of transcendental order
zooming within creator’s space.

15. It would be a blissful intellectual exercise to
tabulate ‘words/ formulations/ sounds’ of the text
of SRIMAD DURGA SAPT SHATI

16. It would further be a blissful exercise to chase
these ‘words/ formulations/ sounds’ of the text of
SRIMAD DURGA SAPT SHATI  availing their
artifices for to be face to face with the
transcendental values and virtues

17. SRIMAD DURGA SAPT SHATI enlightens that the
dedicated Sadhkas attain full enlightenment with
three years penance.
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73

SRIMAD DURGA SAPT SHATI-6

‘SAPT/ lIr%
1. To have an idea of Mathematical basis of Vedic

‘words/ formulations/ sounds’.
2. Atharv Ved/ vFkoZ osn , in its very first mantra

enlightens as that ‘this world is enveloped by Tri
sapta/ f=k&lIr%’.

3. Tri sapta/ f=k&lIr% formulation on its chase, at first
count would need to its meaning as ‘3,7’.

4. The formulation f=k is a composition of 3 letters
namely (i) Rk~ (ii) j~ (iii) b.

5. The formulation lIr% accepts artifice 7 three times,
as is evident from the artifices of numbers availed
by the letters of this composition/ formulation.
(I) l~v (II) Ir~ (III) v%

6. The composition (I) l~v accepts artifices value 3+4.
7. The composition (II) Ir~ accepts artifices value 5+2.
8. The composition (III) v% accepts artifices value

1+3+3=1+6.
9. For this chase, one is to go to the basics basis of

Vedic alphabet letters scripts form, frame, format
and frequencies.

10. No doubt the Vedic alphabet is the beginning as
well as the end of the pure as well as the applied
Vedic knowledge, and as such, the Sadhkas and
students starting from the middle have to travel
both ways for complete coverage to have beginning
and end at the same ‘ment’.

11. This as such, naturally shall be requiring penance.
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12. However those who are fulfilled with intensity of
urge to immediately be blissful with fruit of Vedic
knowledge may approach Vedic sounds with faith
and respect and attain every thing just with
recitations of the scriptural texts.

13. The other way would be to reach at the organization
format of the scriptural text.

14. For it, the two fold path is of reaching at the
dimensional frames and artifices accepted by the
organization format.

15. Those, who want to go the sun light meditation
way, shall permit the transcending mind to go in
‘trans’.

16. The repeated prolonged sittings of ‘trans’ shall be
bringing the transcending mind face to face with
the transcendental base of manifested creations.

17. With transcending mind being face to face with
the transcendental base, it shall be fulfilling itself
with the transcendental values as transcendental
zoom within creator’s domain.

18. It is this phase and stage which be taken as a
take of stage from ‘black intelligence’ field to
‘transcendental fire domain’ which eventually shall
be transiting and transforming of its own into
‘transcendental light’ by burning all ‘black
mundane’ into ‘ash’ which as well shall be
withering away in ‘air domain’ as  ‘space cover’.

19. It would be a blissful exercise to chase ‘air domain’
as ‘space cover’.

20. In this background, the Sadhkas fulfilled with
intensity of urge to consolidate black intelligence
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for enlightenment shall go to the text of Srimad
Durga Sapt Shati with faith and respect by
permitting the transcending mind to glimpse this
transcendental phenomena of air domain as space
cover and to be face to face with all what is
happening within space under its cover being air
domain fulfilled with ‘ash’ as left over by ‘fire’.

21. It shall be taking us to the domain of
(transcendental light) as (ultimate definition).

74

SRIMAD DURGA SAPT SHATI-7

TRANSCENDENTAL SUNLIGHT

1. Jyoti (T;ksfr%½@Transcendental light is the ‘ultimate
definition’.

2. (Transcendental light)=150+56 =206=101 +105
=(ultimate definition) is of many attributes and
the same deserves to be chased through
(Transcendental meditation) as (Transcendental
sunlight).

3. (Transcendental meditation)= (Transcendental
sunlight)=260=26*10 is transcendental domain of
sun; (Transcendental sun domain)=260.

4. The transcendental sun domain fulfills ‘God’ along
all the ten direction at creative boundary of
transcendental worlds.

5. Young minds to be very gently initiated for this
(Transcendental sunlight) phenomena of
(Transcendental sun domain) availing the format
of hyper cube 5.

6. The transcendental base for all the ten creative

mailto:@Transcendental
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boundary components of hyper cube 5 shall be
chased as phenomena of solid order values being
fountained within creative domains.

7. The solid order being fountained within creative
domains to be chased as and in terms of ‘26’
geometric components of ‘cube’ accepting chase
for ‘cave’ in terms of these 26 artifices values as
26 basic elements.

8. at this phase and stage of the chase, the young
minds to be pointedly focused upon a total
26*10=260 values being available at the creative
boundary of transcendental worlds.

9. (Domain)=(light)=(three) with (counting) =103 =56
+ 47 =(light monad).

10. With the help of above values, the young minds to
be helped to chase the features of  solid order of
transcendental worlds as a manifestation layer
(1,2,3,4) accepting transcendental range
(1,2,3,4,5).

11. From hypercube 5 to solid order to inflow into
creative domain with creative domain itself at its
(solid domain’s) centre is a range which deserves
to be chased as of different roles of 3-space.

12. This deserves to be chased as a phenomena of
emergence of ‘3-space’ from within 3-space from
its centre.

13. This deserves to be chased as a phenomena of
manifested domains as ‘entities’.

14. (Entity)=93=31+31+31=(cube, cube, cube)=(cosmic
cave).

15. Emergence of solids from cosmic cave is the
phenomena which deserves to be chased as
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‘elephant’ and even (Purusha/ men) emerging from
within (buffalo).

16. Spectrums folds within fire flames as well deserve
to be chased.

17. (Transcendental light) to (transcendental sunlight)
as well deserves to be chased.

18. It would be a blissful exercise to chase
(transcendental meditation) as (counting,
counting), (two space, four space), (ultimate
definition) and so on.

19. The transcendental fire to entity ash there is a
‘sleep’ range, which deserves to be chased to
consolidate the gap between ‘black intelligence
sphere’ and ‘light intelligence space’ as ‘cipher’ as
well as ‘zero’ being the ‘5’/ artifice 5 / hyper cube
5/ 5-space / transcendental worlds / Sanatna /
eternal/ avaykto-avaykatat / base of unmanifest.

20. It would be a blissful exercise to chase above
phenomena of spectrum folds along super imposed
grids format / vrishni to approach transcendental
light parallel to  chase of transcendental
meditation being of values of sunlight meditation.

75

SRIMAD DURGA SAPT SHATI-8

BE THROUGH THE TEXT

Be through the text of Srimad Durga Sapt Shati
with faith and respect.
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SELF PURSUIT PHASEAND STAGE

STEPS 76 TO 80

76

SELF PURSUIT PHASEAND STAGE

1. By being through the scriptural text of Srimad
Durga Sapt Shati, one shall be comprehending and
would be heaving an insight as that one remains
within a grip of ignorance till one is within the
grip of old mental formats and for enlightenment
one is to go for penance for firstly attaining
transition and transformation from old mental
formats to new mental formats and secondly
starting pursuing along new formats.

2. Further the understanding while being through
the scriptural text of Srimad Durga Sapt Shati
would be as that ‘Learning’ is to be taken to be
complete only when one reaches a ‘SELF PURSUIT
PHASE AND STAGE’.

3. With it, now, at this phase and stage of the course,
it be taken that, hence forth, the course essentially
is to be of ‘SELF PURSUIT PHASE AND STAGE’
features.

4. And, as ‘SELF PURSUIT PHASE AND STAGE’, one
is to sequentially to go through the texts of  (i)
Srimad Durga Sapt Shati, (ii) Thousand names of
Lord Shiv as thousand formulations of
transcendental worlds, and (iii) Thousand names
of Lord Vishnu as formulations of transcendental
light.
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5. And, for it, one is to prepare afresh from the starting
stage of learning beginning with ‘Vedic alphabet’.

6. Learning of ‘Vedic alphabet’ shall be at its initial
stage would be taking to Sanskrit alphabet of
‘Devnagri Script’.

7. From ‘Devnagri Script’ of Sanskrit alphabet to Vedic
alphabet, in itself is a big range and the same is
to be covered through, initially beginning with
‘Sanskrit Grammar’ and one is to reach the Vedic
grammar systems as geometric formats
manifestations of sunlight upon black domains.

8. This attainment is also possible by availing artifices
of numbers presuming the existence of geometric
formats of dimensional frames.

9. This as such shall be requiring a presumed
acquaintance with the measuring rod constituted
of hyper cubes 1 to 6 with hyper cube 4 supplying
the measures artifices manifesting as creative
boundary of the transcendental worlds.

10. With it ultimately the ‘SELF PURSUIT PHASE AND
STAGE’ would turn out to be transcendental
meditation as transcendental sunlight of
transcendental light carriers.

11. As such, as a last resort, the Sadhkas shall be
permitting their transcending minds to be through
the inner folds of the transcendental worlds and
to be face to face with the self referral core of the
transcendental worlds.

12. It is during these prolonged deep sittings of trans
for the transcending mind to be face to face with
the self referral core of the transcendental worlds
that eventually the transcendental carriers of their
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own shall be carrying through the self referral
core to the ultimate Brahman domain.

13. It would be a blissful state of transcending mind
eventually being carried by the transcendental
carriers of their own through the self referral core
of the transcendental worlds to the ultimate
Brahman domain. *****

77

BLISSFUL STATE OF BEING CARRIED

 BYTRANSCENDENTAL CARRIERS

1. The blissful state of being carried by
transcendental carriers is of experiential bliss.

2. It is of pure state knowledge.
3. It is also of parallel applied state knowledge.
4. As such, it is of intellectual satisfaction bliss as

well.
5. The way and path of transcendental carriers and

their sequential coverage range is of pure state
knowledge, as well as of parallel applied state
knowledge.

6. It is of transcendental features as well.
7. Ahead, it is of self referral features too, which of

their own, initially transit and transform as ‘unity
state’ as first phase, and thereafter in its second
phase, as middle phase takes through ‘nature as
of 8 folds/asht prakriti, and finally to the ultimate
Brahman domain.

8. This deserves to be chased at intellectual as well
as at experiential level availing the artifices and
formats of 9 vowels range:  ‘v b m _ y`  , ,s vks vkS *
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9. Ahead would be the phase and stage of
transcendental carriers transiting from linear
order format of artifice 9 parallel to ‘v b m _ y`  , ,s
vks vkS * to spatial order format of artifice 5 parallel
to 5*5 Verga consonants :

d~ [k~ x~ /k M+~
p~ N~ t~ >~ ´~
V~ B~ M~ <~ .k~
r~ Fk~ n~ /k~ u~
i~ Q~ c~ Hk~ e

10. The Sadhkas shall be conscious of transition and
transformation from 9 vowels to 5*5 verga
consonants manifesting in between 4 fold range
of super imposed 4*4 grid , of which the first quarter
range being of 4 antstha consonants ‘; j y o*-

11. The Sadhkas shall also be conscious of second
quarter stage 4 ushmana consonants ‘“k ] "k ] l ] g*
,  which shall be attaining transition and
transformation from spatial order to solid order.

12. Finally, the Sadhkas shall be conscious of 8 fold
yamas/ eternal state letters beginning with
‘Anuswara’/ (va½, followed by ‘Anunashik’, (v¡½ and
so on.

13. With it would be attained transition and
transformation from solid order to hyper solid order.

14. It would be a phase and stage of transiting from
hyper solid order for transcendental order by
taking off from ‘manifested formats’ to
‘transcendental frequencies’ of sound ; (format)=
73=(sound).

15. This attainment, ultimately shall be full of
potentialies for the body logic of ‘impulses’ as
transition and transformation of ‘transcendental
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frequencies of sound’ into ‘self referral impulses’
capable of riding ‘sunlight rays’ which can be
attained through transcendental meditation;
(transcendental)=150=75+75=(series, series)=(a
pairing, a pairing) and (sunlight)=110 =(meditation)
=55+55=(sky, sky)=(heaven, heaven) and
(format)=(sound)=(pulse).

16. It would be a blissful exercise to chase the
transcending mind transcending through
transition and transformation of (format) = (sound)
=(pulse) while the transcendental carriers
sequentially attain transitions and transformations
from hyper solid order to transcendental order to
self referral order.

78

MODERN MIND AND ANCIENT WISDOM

1. The Modern mind formats are to be transited and
transformed for comprehension and insight of
ancient wisdom.

2. For it, as a first step, the ‘Pairing Discipline’ is to
be learnt.

3. A step ahead, is to be learnt working with the
Sathaptya measuring rod constituted by hyper
cubes 1 to 6.

4. A step ahead, are to be chased the organization
format of artifices of numbers availing creative
boundary of transcendental worlds manifesting 10
place values system for chase of solid order within
creator’s space (4-space).

5. A step ahead is to be learned working with artifices
of numbers and dimensional frames together
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constituting complimentary systems for chase of
transcendence through the manifested formats.

6. A step ahead is to be learnt the ‘self referral
systems’ of ‘entities’.

7. It would be a phase and stage of transiting
simultaneously from ‘black intelligence’ to
‘transcendental light intelligence’ and reverse from
‘transcendental intelligence’ to ‘self referral black
intelligence’.

8. As such (modern)=69=(life seal) and (modern mind
)=109=(solid void) is to be gently transited and
transformed for comprehension and insight of
(ancient)=(one life)=66=(single)=(family)=(seed,
seed) and (ancient wisdom)=149=(Axes Discipline).

9. Life seal to one life is a big transition.
10. This transition is to be attained by ‘modern’ mind.
11. Modern focus upon ‘life seal’ is to go the ‘ancient’

way of ‘one life’.
12. For it ‘modern life seal systems’ as of its ‘old format’

is to go for transition and transformation into ‘new
format’ of ‘ancient one life systems’.

13. As well the gap from ‘mind’/ ‘line’ of artifice value
40 to ‘wisdom’ / ‘follow’ of artifice value
83=40+43=(mind frame) is to be bridged.

14. ‘Mind line’=40+40=80=(creator) to (mind frame
follow)=83+83=166=(single discipline)=(ultimate
centre) becomes the transition and transformation
range.

15. (Mind) is to go the (mind frame) way.
16. The way and path of (mind frame) is to be

(followed)=92=(reverse)=(a mirror).
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17. ‘Pairing’ operation is to be followed as ‘pairing of
artifices as reflection pairs’.

18. The organization format of final chapter of Srimad
Durga Sapt Shati avails this pairing discipline of
reflection pairs artifices features attaining self
referral features for the transcendental carriers,
and this attainment deserve to be followed well.

79

ONE THOUSAND TRANSCENDENTAL
FORMULATIONS

1. Sadhkas fulfill with an intensity of urge to follow
the transcendental way shall avail the frequencies
of one thousand names of Lord Shiv as ONE
THOUSAND TRANSCENDENTAL FORMULATIONS.

2. Each TRANSCENDENTAL FORMULATION shall be
availed fully.

3. The artifices of evey TRANSCENDENTAL
FORMULATION is to be sequentially fully availed.

4. Each TRANSCENDENTAL FORMULATION shall be
availed during exclusive sitting of trans.

5. Every sitting of trans availing artifices of
TRANSCENDENTAL FORMULATION shall be
prolonged and deep.

6. One thousand names of Lord Shiv are daily recited
by the Sadhkas at the time of rising of sun as well
as at the setting of the sun and also at the time of
middle of the day.

7. Initially, the Sadhkas take the help of written text
but ultimately the text gets dispensed with because
of the text getting fully imprinted in the memory.
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8. Sadhkas for imprinting the text in their memory
resort to writing the text, time and again, till the
memory imprints it fully.

9. The text imprinted in the memory helps in availing
the same during sittings of trans.

10. There are many ways to approach the text; one
way is to approach it as 20 groups of 50 names
each as the creative boundary of transcendental
worlds accepts précising 50 coordinates and the
Divya Ganga Flow of transcendental light is of 20
streams coordinating simultaneously the
manifestation formats and transcendental ranges
through four folds of sole syllable Om.

11 Accordingly the text of  one thousand names of
Lord Shiv as ONE THOUSAND TRANSCENDENTAL
FORMULATIONS is made the contents of 20
lessons of 5th month of the course.

80

ONE THOUSAND SELF REFERRAL FORMULATIONS

1. Here we reach the concluding stage of the course,
as much as that the 6th month Lessons are left for
self referral chase of one thousand names of Lord
Vishnu as ONE THOUSAND SELF REFERRAL
FORMULATIONS.

2. The Sadhkas fulfill with intensity of urge for chase
of one thousand names of Lord Vishnu as ONE
THOUSAND SELF REFERRAL FORMULATIONS
shall go for the text as a first step and then in the
light of the learning up till this stage shall follow
their own self referral course.

3. The Sadhkas who want to simultaneously pursue
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the STRUCTURAL FRAMES AND SYSTEMS  of
VISHNU SHASTRANAM SATOTRAM/ one thousand
names of Lord Vishnu as ONE THOUSAND SELF
REFERRAL FORMULATIONS may search, locate
and make available for themselves my research
book published by Maharishi Institution.

4. With it, I wish let the transcendental grace fulfills
the heart and mind of all the Sadhkas.

5. With it I conclude the course.
6. Let the Sadhkas be on self referral course.
7. Soon, I shall be taking up the next stage course of

‘Vedic alphabet systems’. *****
Y ueks f”kok;%
Lkukru&iqL’k:

f=   yks   dh  cz   ã  f"k   o:  fo   ’.kq:
v b m _ y`  , ,s vks vkS

v vk b bZz m m _ y`  , ,S vks vkS

d~ [k~ x~ /k M+~
p~ N~ t~ >~ ´~
V~ B~ M~ <~ .k~
r~ Fk~ n~ /k~ u~
i~ Q~ c~ Hk~ e

'; j y o*
‘“k ] "k ] l ] g*
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TRANSCENDENTALVALUES

(1OOO TRANSCENDENTAL FEATURES OF LORD SHIV)

STEPS 81 TO 100

81

lwr mokp

Jw;rka Hkks _f"kJs"Bk ;su rq"Vks egs’oj%A

rnga dFk;kE;| ’kSoa ukelglzde~AA1AA

fo".kq mokp

f’koks gjks ewMks :nz% iq"dj% iq"iykspu%A

vkfFkZxE; lnkukj% ’koZ% ’kEHkqeZgs’oj%AA2AA

pUnzkihM’pUnzekSfydfoZ’oa fo’oEHkjs’oj%A

osnkUrlkjlanksg% dikyh uhyyksfgr%AA3AA

/;kuk/kkjks’"ifjPNs|ks xkSjhHkrkZ x.ks’oj%A

v"VewfrZfoZ’oewfrZfL=oxZLoxZlk/ku%AA4AA

KkuxE;ks n`<izKks nsonsofóykspu%A

Okkensoks egkosn% iVq% ifjo`<ks n`<%AA5AA

fo’o:iks fo:ik{kks okxh’k% ’kqfplÙke%A

loZizek.klaoknks o“̀kkM-dks o“̀kokgu%AA6AA

bZ’k% fiukdh [kV~okM-xh fp=os"kf’pjaru%A

reksgjks egk;ksxh xksIrk czãk p /kwtZfV%AA7AA

1 f’ko% 9 ’koZ%
2 gj% 10 ’kEHkq
3 e`M% 11 egs’oj%AA2AA
4 :nz% 12 pUnzkihM%
5 iq"dj% 13 pUnzekSfy%
6 iq"iykspu% 14 fo’oe~
7 vkfFkZxE; 15 fo’oEHkjs’oj%
8 lnkpkj% 16 osnkUrlkjlanksg%
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17 dikyh 24 fo’oewfr%
18 Uhyyksfgr%AA3AA 25 f=oxZLoxZlk/ku%AA4AA
19 /;kuk/kkj% 26 KkuxE;%
20 vifjPNs|% 27 n`<izK%
31 egknso% 28 nsonso%
32 iVq% 29 f=ykspu%
33 ifjo`<% 30 Okkenso%
34 n`<% AA5AA 41 o`"kokgu% AA6AA
35 fo'o:i% 42 bZ’k%
36 fo:ik{k% 43 fiukdh
37 okxh’k% 44 [kV~okM-xh
38 ’kqfplÙke% 45 fp=os"k%
39 loZizek.klaoknh 46 fpjaru%
40 o`"kkM-d% 47 reksgj%
21 xkSjhHkrkZ 48 egk;ksxh
22 x.ks’oj% 49 xksIrk
23 v"Vewfr% 50 czãk

82

dkydky% d`fÙkoklk% lqHkx% iz.kokRed%A

mé/kz% iq:"kks tq";ks nqokZlk% iqj’kklu%AA8AA

fnO;k;q/k% LdUnxq:% ijes"Bh ijkRij%A

vukfne/;fu/kuks fxjh’kks fxfjtk/ko%AA9AA

dqcsjcU/kq% Jhd.Bks yksdo.kksZÙkeks eǹq%A

lekf/kos|% dksn.Mh uhyd.B% ij’o/khAA10AA

fo’kkyk{kks e`xO;k/k% lqjs’k% lw;Zrkiu%A

/keZ/kke {kek{ks=a Hkxoku~ Hkxus=fHkr~AA11AA

mxz% i’kqifrLrk{;Z% fiz;Hkä% ijari%A

nkrk n;kdjks n{k% dinhZ dke’kklu%AA12AA

’e’kkufuy;% lw{e% ’e’kkuLFkks egs’oj%A

yksddrkZ ex̀ifreZgkdrkZ egkS"kf/k%AA13AA
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51 /kwtZfV% AA7AA 76 fo’kkyk{k%
52 dkydky% 77 e`xO;k/k%
53 d`fÙkoklk% 78 lqjs’k%
54 lqHkx% 79 lw;Zrkiu%
55 iz.kokRed%A 80 /keZ/kke
56 mé/kz% 81 {kek{ks=e~
57 iq:"k% 82 Hkxoku~
58 tq";% 83 Hkxus=fHkr~ AA11AA
59 nqokZlk% 84 mxz%
60 iqj’kklu% AA8AA 85 i'kqifr
61 fnO;k;q/k% 86 rk{;Z%
62 LdUnxq:% 87 fiz;Hkä%
63 ijes"Bh 88 ijari%
64 ijkRij%A 89 nkrk
65 vukfne/;fu/ku% 90 n;kdj%
66 fxjh’k% 91 n{k%
67 fxfjtk/ko% AA9AA 92 dinhZ
68 dqcsjcU/kq% 93 dke’kklu% AA12AA
69 Jhd.B% 94 ’e’kkufuy;%
70 yksdo.kksZÙke% 95 lw{e%
71 e`nq% 96 ’e’kkuLFk%
72 lekf/kos|% 97 egs’oj%
73 dksn.Mh 98 yksddrkZ
74 uhyd.B% 99 e`xifr%
75 ij’o/kh AA10AA 100 egkdrkZ

83

mÙkjks xksifrxksZIrk KkuxE;% iqjkru%A

uhfr% lquhfr% ’kq)kRek lkse% lkejr% lq[khAA14AA

lkseiks’"e`ri% lkSE;ks egkrstk egk|qfr%A

rstkse;ks’ker̀e;ks’kée;’p lq/kkifr%AA15AA

vtkr’k=qjkyksd% lEHkkO;ks gO;okgu%A

yksddjks osndj% lw=dkj% lukru%AA16AA

egf"kZdfiykpk;ksZ fo’onhfIrfóykspu%A

fiukdikf.kHkwZnso% LofLrn% LofLrd`Rlq/kh%AA17AA
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/kkr`/kkek /kkedj% loZx% loZxkspj%A

czãlf̀Xo’olD̀lxZ% df.kZdkjfiz;% dfo%AA18AA

’kk[kks fo’kk[kks xks’kk[k% f’koks fHk"kxuqÙke%A

xM-xkIyoksndks HkO;% iq"dy% LFkifr% fLFkj%AA19AA

101 egkS"kf/k% AA13AA 126 yksddj%
102 mÙkj% 127 osndj%
103 xksifr% 128 lw=dkj%
104 xksIrk 129 lukru% AA16AA
105 KkuxE;% 130 egf"kZdfiykpk;sZ%
106 iqjkru% 131 fo’onhfIr%
107 uhfr% 132 f=ykspu%
108 lquhfr% 133 fiukdikf.k%
109 ’kq)kRek 134 Hkwnso%
110 lkse% 135 LofLrn%
111 lksejr% 136 LofLrd`r~
112 lq[kh AA14AA 137 lq/kh%  AA17AA
113 lksei% 138 /kkr`/kkek
114 ve`ri% 139 /kkedj%
115 lkSE;% 140 loZx%
116 egkrstk% 141 loZxkspj%
117 egk|qfr% 142 czãl`d~
118 rstkse;% 143 fo’ol`d~
119 ve`re;% 144 lxZ%
120 vée;% 145 df.kZdkjfiz;%
121 lq/kkifr%  AA15AA 146 dfo% AA18AA
122 vtkr’k=q% 147 ’kk[k%
123 vkyksd% 148 fo’kk[k%
124 lEHkkO;% 149 xks’kk[k%
125 gO;okgu% 150 f’ko%

84

foftrkRek fo/ks;kRek HkwrokgulkjfFk%A

lx.kks x.kdk;’p lqdhfrZf’Néla’k;%AA20AA

dkenso% dkeikyyks HkLeksn~/kwfyrfoxzg%A

HkLofiz;ks HkLe’kk;h dkeh dkUr% d`rkxe%AA21AA
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leko`rks·fuoÙ̀kkRek /keZiq́ t% lnkf’ko%A

vdYe"k’prqckZgqnqZjkoklks nqjkln%AA22AA

nqyZHkks nqXkZeks nqxZ% lokZ;q/kfo’kkjn%A

v/;kRe;ksxfuy;% lqrUrqLrUrqo/kZu%AA23AA

’kqHkkM-xks yksdlkjM-xks txnh’kks tuknZu%A

HkLe’kqf)djks es:jkstLoh ’kq)foxzg%AA24AA

Vlk/;% lk/kqlk/;’p Hk`R;edZV:i/kd̀~A

fgj.;jsrk% ikSjk.kks fjiqthogjks cyhAA25AA

151 fHk"kxuqÙke% 176 vdYe"k%
152 xM-xkIyoksnd% 177 prqckZgq
153 HkO;% 178 nqjkokl%
154 iq"dy% 179 nqjkln%  AA22AA
155 LFkifr% 180 nqyZHk%
156 fLFkj% AA19AA 181 nqXkZe%
157 foftrkRek 182 nqxZ%
158 fo/ks;kRek 183 lokZ;q/kfo’kkjn%
159 HkwrokgulkjfFk% 184 v/;kRe;ksxfuy;%
160 lx.k% 185 lqrUrq%
161 x.kdk;% 186 rUrqo/kZu% AA23AA
162 lqdhfrZ% 187 ’kqHkkM-x%
163 fNéla’k;% AA20AA 188 yksdlkjM-x%
164 dkenso% 189 txnh’k%
165 dkeiky% 190 tuknZu%
166 HkLeksn~/kwfyrfoxzg% 191 HkLe’kqf)dj%
167 HkLofiz;% 192 es:%
168 HkLe’kk;h 193 vkstLoh
169 dkeh 194 ’kq)foxzg% AA24AA
170 dkUr% 195 vlk/;%
171 d`rkxe% AA21AA 196 lk/kqlk/;%
172 leko`r% 197 Hk`R;edZV:i/k`d~
173 vfuo`ÙkkRek 198 fgj.;jsrk%
174 /keZiq́ t% 199 ikSjk.k%
175 lnkf’ko% 200 fjiqthogj%
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85

egkgznks egkxrZ% fl)oÙnkjofUnr%A

O;k?kzpekZEcjks O;kyh egkHkwrks egkfuf/k%AA26AA

ve`rk’kks·e`roiq% ik´ptU;% izHk´tu%A

i´pfoa’kfrrÙoLFk% ikfjtkr% ijkoj%AA27AA

lqyHk% lqozr% ’kwjks czãosnfuf/kfuZf/k%A

o.kkZJexq:oZ.khZ ’k=qftPN=qrkiu%AA28AA

vkJe% {ki.k% {kkeks Kkuokupys’oj%A

izek.kHkwrks nqKsZ;% lqi.kksZ ok;qokgu%AA29AA

/kuq/kZjks /kuqosZnks xq.kjkf’kxqZ.kkdj%A

lR;% lR;ijk·nhuks /kekZM-xks /keZlk/ku%AA30AA

vuUrnf̀"VjkuUnks n.Mks nef;rk ne%A

vfHkok|ks egkek;ks fo’odeZfo’kkjn%AA31AA

201 cyh  AA25AA 221 o.kkZJexq:%
202 egkgzn% 222 o.khZ
203 egkxrZ% 223 ’k=qftr~
204 fl)o`UnkjofUnr% 224 ’k=qrkiu% AA28AA
205 O;k?kzpekZEcj% 225 vkJe%
206 O;kyh 226 {ki.k%
207 egkHkwr% 227 {kke%
208 egkfuf/k%AA26AA 228 Kkuoku~
209 ve`rk’k% 229 vpys’oj%A
210 ve`roiq% 230 izek.kHkwr%
211 ik´ptU;% 231 nqKsZ;%
212 izHk´tu%A 232 lqi.ksZ%
213 i´pfoa’kfrrÙoLFk% 233 ok;qokgu% AA29AA
214 ikfjtkr% 234 /kuq/kZj%
215 ijkoj% AA27AA 235 /kuqosZn%
216 lqyHk% 236 xq.kjkf’k%
217 lqozr% 237 xq.kkdj%
218 ’kwj% 238 lR;%
219 czã&osnfuf/k% 239 lR;ij%
220 fuf/k% 240 vnhu%
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240 vnhu% 246 nef;rk
241 /kekZM-x% 247 ne%A
242 /keZlk/ku% AA30AA 248 vfHkok|%
243 vuUrn`f"V% 249 egkek;%
244 vkuUn% 250 fo’odeZfo’kkjn% AA31AA

86

ohrjkxks fouhrkRek riLoh HkwrHkkou%A

mUeÙkos"k% izPNéks ftrdkeks·ftrfiz;%AA32AA

dY;k.kizdf̀r% dYi% loZyksdiztkifr%A

rjLoh rkjdks /kheku~ iz/kku% izHkqO;;%AA33AA

yksdikyks·UrfgZrkRek dYikfn% deys{k.k%A

osn’kkókFkZrÙoKks·fu;eks fu;rkJ;%AA34AA

pUnz% lw;Z% ’kfu% dsrqoZjkM-xks fonzqePNfo%A

Hkfäo’;% ijczã ex̀ck.kkiZ.kk·u?k%AA35AA

vfnzjnz~;ky;% dkUr% ijekRek txn~xq:%A

loZdekZy;Lrq"Vks eM-xY;ks eM-xyko`r%AA36AA

egkrik nh?kZrik% LFkfo"B% LFkfojks /kzqo%A

vg%laoRljks O;kfIr% izek.ka ijea ri%AA37AA

251 ohrjkx% 264 /kheku~
252 fouhrkRek 265 iz/kku%
253 riLoh 266 izHkq%
254 HkwrHkkou% 267 vO;;% AA33AA
255 mUeÙkos"k% 268 yksdiky%
256 izPNé% 269 vUrfgZrkRek
257 ftrdke% 270 dYikfn%
258 vftrfiz;% AA32AA 271 deys{k.k%
259 dY;k.kizd`fr% 272 osn’kkókFkZrÙoK%
260 dYi% 273 vfu;e%
261 loZyksdiztkifr% 274 fu;rkJ;% AA34AA
262 rjLoh 275 pUnz%
263 rkjd% 276 lw;Z%
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277 ’kfu% 289 txn~xq:%
278 dsrq% 290 loZdekZy;%
279 ojkM-x% 291 rq"V%
280 fonzqePNfo% 292 eM-xY;%
281 Hkfäo’;% 293 eM-xyko`r% AA36AA
282 ijczã 294 egkrik%
283 e`xck.kkiZ.k% 295 nh?kZrik%
284 vu?k% AA35AA 296 LFkfo"B%
285 vfnz% 297 LFkfojks /kzqo%
286 vnz~;ky;% 298 vg%laoRlj%
287 dkUr% 299 O;kfIr%
288 ijekRek 300 izek.ke~

87

laoRljdjks eUrzizR;;% loZn’kZu%A

vt% losZ’oj% fl)ks egkjsrk egkcy%AA38AA

;ksxh ;ksX;ks egkrstk% flf)% lokZfnjxzg%A

olqoZlqeuk% lR;% loZikigjks gj%AA39AA

lqdhfrZ’kksHku% Jheku~ osnkM-xks osnfoUeqfu%A

Hkzkft".kqHkksZtua Hkksäk yksdukFkks nqjk/kj%AA40AA

ve`r% ’kk’or% ’kkUrks ck.kgLr% izrkioku~A

de.Myq/kjks /kUoh vokM~-eulxkspj%AA41AA

vrhfUnz;ks egkek;% lokZokl’prq"iFk%A

dky;ksxh egkuknks egksRlkgks egkcy%AA42AA

egkcqf)eZgkoh;ksZ Hkwrpkjh iqjanj%A

fu’kkpj% izrpkjh egk’kfäeZgk|qfr%AA43AA

vfunsZ’;oiq% Jheku~ lokZpk;Zeuksxfr%A

cgqJqrks·egkek;ks fu;rkRek /kqzok·/kqzo%AA44AA
301 ijea ri%  AA 305 vt%
302 laoRljdj% 306 losZ’oj%
303 eUrzizR;;% 307 fl)%
304 loZn’kZu%A 308 egkjsrk%
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309 egkcy% AA38AA 329 ’kkUr%
310 ;ksxh ;ksX;% 330 ck.kgLr% izrkioku~
311 egkrstk% 331 de.Myq/kj%
312 flf)% 332 /kUoh
313 lokZfn% 333 vokM~-eulxkspj% AA41AA
314 vxzg% 334 vrhfUnz;ks egkek;%
315 olq% 335 lokZokl%
316 olqeuk% 337 dky;ksxh
317 lR;% 338 egkukn%
318 loZikigjks gj% AA39AA 339 egksRlkgks egkcy% AA42AA
319 lqdhfrZ’kksHku% 340 egkcqf)%
320 Jheku~ 341 egkoh;sZ%
321 osnkM-x% 342 Hkwrpkjh
322 osnfoUeqfu% 343 iqjanj%
323 Hkzkft".kq% 344 fu’kkpj%
324 Hkkstue~ 345 izsrpkjh
325 Hkksäk 346 egk’kfäeZgk|qfr%  AA43AA
326 yksdukFk% 347 vfunsZ’;oiq%
327 nqjk/kj% AA40AA 348 Jheku~
328 ve`r% ’kk’or% 349 lokZpk;Zeuksxfr%

350 cgqJqr%

88

vkstLrstks|qfr/kjks tud% loZ’kklu%A

u`R;fiz;ks fuR;u`R;% izdk’kkRek izdk’kd%AA45AA

Li"Vk{kjks cq/kks eUrz% leku% lkjlEiYo%A

;qxkfnd|̀qxkorksZ xEHkhjks o`"kokgu%AA46AA

b"Vks·fof’k"V% f’k"Vs"V% lqyHk% lkj’kks/ku%A

rhFkZ:iLrhFkZukek rhFkZn`’;Lrq rhFkZn%AA47AA

vikzfuf/kjf/k"Bkua nqtZ;ks t;dkyfor~A

izfrf"Br% izek.kKks fgj.;dopks gfj%AA48AA

foekspu% lqjx.ks fo|s’kks foUnqlaJ;%A

cky:iks·cyksUeÙkk·fodrkZ xguks xqg%AA49AA

dj.ka dkj.ka drkZ loZcU/kfoekspu%A
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O;olk;ks O;oLFkku% LFkkunks txnkfnt%AA50AA

351 vegkek;% 376 rhFkZn`’;%
352 fu;rkRek 377 rhFkZn% AA47AA
353 /kqzoks? /kqzo% AA44AA 378 vikafuf/k%
354 vkstLrstks|qfr/kj% 379 vf/k"Bkue~
355 tud% 380 nqtZ;%
356 loZ’kklu% 381 t;dkyfor~
357 u`R;fiz;% 382 izfrf"Br%
358 fuR;u`R;% 383 izek.kK%
359 izdk’kkRek 384 fgj.;dop%
360 izdk’kd% AA45AA 385 gfj% AA48AA
361 Li"Vk{kj% 386 foekspu%
362 cq/k% 387 lqjx.k%
363 eUrz% 388 fo|s’k%
364 leku% 389 foUnqlaJ;%
365 lkjlEiYo% 390 cky:i%
366 ;qxkfnd`|qxkorsZ% 391 vcyksUeÙk%
367 xEHkhj% 392 vfodrkZ
368 o`"kokgu% AA46AA 393 xgu%
369 b"V% 394 xqg% AA49AA
370 vfof’k"V% 395 dj.ke~
371 f’k"Vs"V% 396 dkj.ke~
372 lqyHk% 397 drkZ
373 lkj’kks/ku%A 398 loZcU/kfoekspu%
374 rhFkZ:i% 399 O;olk;%
375 rhFkZukek *400 O;oLFkku%

89

xq:nks yfyrks·Hksnks HkokRek··Refu lafLFkr%A

ohjs’ojks ohjHknzks ohjklufof/kfoZjkV~AA51AA

ohjpqMkef.kosZÙkk fpnkuUnks unh/kj%A

vkKk/kkjfó’kwyh p f’kfifo"V% f’koky;%AA52AA

okyf[kY;ks egkpkifLrXeka’kqcZf/kj% [kx%A

vfHkjke% lq’kj.k% lqczã.;% lq/kkifr%AA53AA
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e?kokUdkSf’kdks xksekfUojke% loZlk/ku%A

yykVk{kks fo’onsg% lkj% lalkjpØHkr̀~AA54AA

veks/kn.Mks e/;LFkks fgj.;ks czãopZlhA

ijekFkZ% ijks ek;h ’kEcjks O;k?kzykspu%AA55AA

*400 O;oLFkku% 427 lq’kj.k%
403 LFkkun% 428 lqczã.;%
404 txnkfnt% AA50AA 429 lq/kkifr% AA53AA
405 xq:n% 430 e?koku~ dkSf’kd%
406 yfyr% 431 xkseku~
407 vHksn% 432 fojke%
408 HkokRek? ? Refu lafLFkr% 433 loZlk/ku%
409 ohjs’oj% 434 yykVk{k%
410 ohjHknz% 435 fo’onsg%
411 ohjklufof/k% 436 lkj%
412 fojkV~ AA51AA 437 lalkj&pØHk`r~ AA54AA
413 ohjpqMkef.k% 438 veks/kn.M%
414 osÙkk 439 e/;LFk%
415 fpnkuUn% 440 fgj.;%
416 unh/kj%A 441 czãopZlh
417 vkKk/kkj% 442 ijekFkZ%
418 f=’kwyh 443 ijks ek;h
419 f’kfifo"V% 444 ’kEcj%
420 f’koky;% AA52AA 445 O;k?kzykspu% AA55AA
421 okyf[kY;% 446 :fp%
422 egkpki% 447 fojf´p%
423 frXeka’kq% 448 LocZU/kq%
424 cf/kj% 449 okpLifr
425 [kx% 450 vgiZfr%
426 vfHkjke%

90

:fpfoZjf´p% LocZU/kqokZpLifrjgiZfr%A

jfofoZjkspu% LdUn% ’kkLrk oSoLorks ;e%AA56AA

;qfä:érdhfrZ’p lkuqjkx% ijat;%A

dSyklkf/kifr% dkUr% lfork jfoykspu%AA57AA

fo}Ùkeks ohrHk;ks fo’oHkÙkkZfuokfjr%A

fuR;ks fu;rdY;k.k% iq.;Jo.kdhrZu%AA58AA
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nwjJok fo’olgks /;s;ks nq%LoIuuk’ku%A

mÙkkj.kks nq"d`frgk foKs;ks nqLlgks·Hko%AA59AA

vukfnHkwZHkqZoks y{eh% fdjhVh f=n’kkf/ki%A

fo’oxksIrk fo’odrkZ lqohjks :fpjkM-xn%AA60AA

tuuks tutUekfn% izhfrekéhfrekU/ko%A

ofl"B% d’;iks HkkuqHkhZeks HkheijkØe%AA61AA

iz.ko% lRiFkkpkjks egkdks’kks egk/ku%A

tUekf/kiks egknso% ldykxeikjx%AA62AA

451 jfo% 478 vukfn%
452 fojkspu% 479 HkwHkqZoks
453 LdUn% 480 y{eh%
454 ’kkLrk oSoLorks ;e% AA56AA 481 fdjhVh
455 ;qfä:érdhfrZ% 482 f=n’kkf/ki%
456 lkuqjkx% 483 fo’oxksIrk
457 ijat;% 484 fo’odrkZ
458 dSyklkf/kifr% 485 lqohj%
459 dkUr% 486 :fpjkM-xn% AA60AA
460 lfork 487 tuu%
461 jfoykspu% AA57AA 488 tutUekfn%
462 fo}Ùke% 489 izhfreku~
463 ohrHk;% 490 uhfreku~
464 fo’oHkÙkkZ 491 /ko%
465 vfuokfjr% 492 ofl"B%
466 fuR;% 493 d’;i%
467 fu;rdY;k.k% 494 Hkkuq%
468 iq.;Jo.kdhrZu% AA58AA 495 Hkhe%
469 nwjJok% 496 HkheijkØe% AA61AA
470 fo’olg% 497 iz.ko%
471 /;s;% 498 lRiFkkpkj%
472 nq%LoIuuk’ku% 499 egkdks’k%
473 mÙkkj.k% *497 egk/ku%
474 nq"d`frgk 498 tUekf/ki%
475 foKs;% 499 egknso%
476 nqLlg% 500 ldykxeikjx% AA62AA
477 vHko%AA59AA
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rÙoa rÙofonsdkRek foHkqfoZ’ofoHkw"k.k%A

_f"kczkã.k ,s’o;ZtUeeR̀;qtjkfrx%AA63AA

i´p;KleqRifrfoZ’os’kks foeyksn;%A

vkRe;ksfujuk|Urks oRlyks Hkäyksd/k`d~AA64AA

xk;=hoYyHk% izka’kqfoZ’okokl% izHkkdj%A

f’k’kqfxZfjjr% lezkV~ lq"ks.k% lqj’k=qgkAA65AA

veks?kks·fj"Vusfe’p dqeqnks foxrToj%A

Lo;aT;ksfrLruqT;ksfrjkReT;ksfrjp´py% AA66AA

fiM-xy% dfiy’eJqHkkZyus=ó;hruq%A

KkuLdUnks egkuhfrfoZ’oksRifÙk:iIyo%AA67AA

Hkxks fooLokukfnR;ks ;ksxijks fnoLifr%A

dY;k.kxq.kukek p ikigk iq.;n’kZu%AA68AA

mnkjdhfrZ:|ksxh l|ksxh lnlUe;%A

u{k=ekyh ukds’k% Lokf/k"BkuinkJ;%AA69AA

501 rÙoe~ 519 izHkkdj%
502 rÙofor~ 520 f’k’kq%
503 ,sdkRek 521 fxfjjr%
504 foHkq% 522 lezkV~
505 fo’ofoHkw"k.k% 523 lq"ks.k% lqj’k=qgk  AA65AA
506 _f"k% 524 veks?kks? fj"Vusfe%
507 czkã.k% 525 dqeqn%
508 ,s’o;ZtUee`R;qtjkfrx%  AA63AA 526 foxrToj%
509 i´p;KleqRifr% 527 Lo;aT;ksfrLruqT;ksfr%
510 fo’os’k% 528 vkReT;ksfr%
511 foeyksn;% 529 vp´py%  AA66AA
512 vkRe;ksfu% 530 fiM-xy%
513 vuk|Ur% 531 dfiy’eJq%
514 oRly% 532 Hkkyus=%
515 Hkäyksd/k`d~ AA64AA 533 =;hruq%
516 xk;=hoYyHk% 534 KkuLdUnks egkuhfr%
517 izka’kq% 535 fo’oksRifÙk%
518 fo’okokl% 536 miIyo% AA67AA
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537 Hkxks fooLokukfnR;% 544 m|ksxh
538 ;ksxikj% 545 l|ksxh
539 fnoLifr% 546 lnlUe;%
540 dY;k.kxq.kukek 547 u{k=ekyh
541 ikigk 548 ukds’k%
542 iq.;n’kZu% AA68AA 549 Lokf/k"BkuinkJ;%  AA69AA
543 mnkjdhfrZ% 550 ifo=% ikigkjh

LESSON 92

ifo=% ikigkjh p ef.kiwjks uHkksxfr%A

gRiq.Mjhdeklhu% ’kØ% ’kkUrks o`"kkdfi%AA70AA

m".kks x`gifr% d"̀.k% leFkksZ·uFkZuk’ku%A

v/keZ’k=qjKs;% iq:gwr% iq:Jqr%AA71AA

czãxHkksZ c`gn~xHkksZ /keZ/ksuq/kZukxe%A

txf)rS"kh lqxr% dqekj% dq’kykxe%AA72AA

fgj.;o.kksZ T;ksfr"ekékukHkwrjrks /ofu%A

vjkxks u;uk/;{kks fo’okfe=ks /kus’oj%AA73AA

czãT;ksfroZlq/kkek egkT;ksfrjuqÙke%A

ekrkegks ekrfj’ok uHkLokékxgkj/k`d~AA74AA

iqyLR;% iqygks·xLR;ks tkrwd.;Z% ijk’kj%A

fujkoj.kfuokZjks oSj´P;ks fo"VjJok%AA75AA

vkReHkwjfu:)ks·f=KkZuewfrZeZgk;’kk%A

yksdohjkxz.khohZj’p.M% lR;ijkØe%AA76AA
551 ef.kiwj% 563 vKs;%
552 uHkksxfr% 564 iq:gwr% iq:Jqr% AA71AA
553 gRiq.Mjhdeklhu% 565 czãxHkZ%
554 ’kØ% 566 c`gn~xHkZ%
555 ’kkUr% 567 /keZ/ksuq%
556 o`"kkdfi%  AA70AA 568 /kukxe%
557 m".k% 569 txf)rS"kh
558 x`gifr% 570 lqxr%
559 d`".k% 571 dqekj%
560 leFk% 572 dq’kykxe% AA72AA
561 vuFkZuk’ku% 573 fgj.;o.kksZ T;ksfr"eku~
562 v/keZ’k=q% 574 ukukHkwrjr%
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575 /ofu% 588 vxLR;%
576 vjkx% 589 tkrwd.;Z%
577 u;uk/;{k% 590 ijk’kj%
578 fo’okfe=% 591 fujkoj.kfuokZj%
579 /kus’oj% AA73AA 592 oSj´P;%
580 czãT;ksfr% 593 fo"VjJok% AA75AA
581 olq/kkek 594 vkReHkw%
582 egkT;ksfrjuqÙke% 595 vfu:)%
583 ekrkeg% 596 vf=%
584 ekrfj’ok uHkLoku~ 597 KkuewfrZ%
585 ukxgkj/k`d~  AA74AA 598 egk;’kk%
586 iqyLR;% 599 yksdohjkxz.kh%
587 iqyg% 600 ohj%

LESSON 93

O;kykdYiks egkdYi% dYio`{k% dyk/kkj%A

vyadkfj".kqjpyks jksfp".kqfoZØeksér%AA77AA

vk;q% ’kCnifrosZxh Iyou% f’kf[klkjfFk%A

vlal“̀Vks·frfFk% ’kØizekFkh ikniklu%AA78AA

olqJok gO;okg% izrIrks fo’oHkkstu%A

tI;ks tjkfn’keuks yksfgrkRek ruwuikr~AA79AA

c`gn’oks uHkks;kfu% lqizrhdLrfelzgkA

funk?kLriuks es?k% Lo{k% ijiqj´t;%AA80AA

lq[kkfuy% lqfu"ié% lqjfHk% f’kf’kjkRed%A

olUrks ek/koks xzh"eks uHkL;ks chtokgu%AA81AA

vfM-xjk xq:jk=s;ks foeyks fo’ookgu%A

ikou% lqefrfoZ}kaóSfo|ks ojokgu%AA82AA

eukscqf)jgadkj% {ks=K% {ks=ikyd%A

tenfXucZyfuf/kfoZxkyks fo’oxkyo%AA83AA

601 p.M% 605 dYio`{k%
602 lR;ijkØe% AA76AA 606 dyk/kkj%
603 O;kykdYi% 607 vyadkfj".kq%
604 egkdYi% 608 vpy%
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609 jksfp".kq% 630 es?k%
610 foØeksér% AA77AA 631 Lo{k%
611 vk;q% ’kCnifr% 632 ijiqj´t;%AA80AA
612 osxh Iyou% 633 lq[kkfuy%
613 f’kf[klkjfFk% 634 lqfu"ié%
614 vlal`"V% 635 lqjfHk% f’kf’kjkRed%
615 vfrfFk% 636 olUrks ek/ko%
616 ’kØizekFkh 637 xzh"e%
617 ikniklu% AA78AA 638 uHkL;%
618 olqJok% 639 chtokgu%  AA81AA
619 gO;okg% 640 vfM-xjk xq:%
620 izrIr% 641 vk=s;%
621 fo’oHkkstu% 642 foey%
622 tI;% 643 fo’ookgu%
623 tjkfn’keu% 644 ikou%
624 yksfgrkRek ruwuikr~ AA79AA 645 lqefrfoZ}ku~
625 c`gn’o% 646 =Sfo|%
626 uHkks;kfu% 647 ojokgu% AA82AA
627 lqizrhd% 648 eukscqf)jgadkj%
628 rfelzgkA 649 {ks=K%
629 funk?kLriu% 650 {ks=ikyd%

LESSON 94

v?kksjks·uqÙkjks ;K% Js"Bks fu%Js;lizn%A

’kSyks xxudqUnkHkks nkuokfjjfjne%AA84AA

jtuhtud’pk:fuZ%’kY;ks yksd’kY;/kd̀~A

prqosZn’prqHkkZo’prqj’prqjfiz;%AA85AA

vkEuk;ks·Fk lekEuk;LrhFkZnsof’kyko;%A

cgq:iks egk:i% loZ:I’pjkpj%AA86AA

U;k;fuekZ;dks U;k;h U;k;xE;ks fuj´tu%A

lglzew)kZ nsosUnz% loZ’kL=izHk´tu%AA87AA

eq.Mks fo:iks foØkUrks n.Mh nkUrks xq.kksÙke%A
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fiM-xyk{kks tuk/;{kks uhyxzhoks fujke;%AA88AA

lglzckgq% losZ’k% ’kj.;% loZyksd/k`d~A

iùklu% ija T;ksfr% ikjEi¸;Zqyizn%AA89AA

651 tenfXu% 676 U;k;xE;%
652 cyfuf/k% 677 fuj´tu%
653 foxky% 678 lglzew)kZ
654 fo’oxkyo% AA83AA 679 nsosUnz%
655 v?kksj% 680 loZ’kL=izHk´tu% AA87AA
656 vuqÙkj% 681 eq.M%
657 ;K% Js"B% 682 fo:i%
658 fu%Js;lizn% 683 foØkUr%
659 ’kSy% 684 n.Mh
660 xxudqUnkHk% 685 nkUr%
661 nkuokfj% 686 xq.kksÙke%
662 vfjne% AA84AA 687 fiM-xyk{k%
663 jtuhtud’pk:% 688 tuk/;{k%
664 fu%’kY;% 689 uhyxzho%
665 yksd’kY;/k`d~ 690 fujke;% AA88AA
666 prqosZn% 691 lglzckgq%
667 prqHkkZo% 692 losZ’k%
668 prqj’prqjfiz;% AA85AA 693 ’kj.;%
669 vkEuk;% 694 loZyksd/k`d~
670 lekEuk;% 695 iùklu%
671 rhFkZnsof’kyko;% 696 ija T;ksfr%
672 cgq:i% 697 ikjEi¸;ZQyizn% AA89AA
673 egk:i% 698 iùxHkZ%
674 loZ:i’pjkpj%AA86AA 699 egkxHkZ%
675 U;k;fuekZ;dks U;k;h 700 fo’oxHkZ%

LESSON 95

iùxHkksZ egkxHkksZ fo’oxHkksZ fop{k.k%A

ijkojKks ojnks ojs.;’p egkLou%AA90AA

nsoklqjxq:nsZoks nsoklqjueLdr̀%A
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nsoklqjegkfe=ks nsoklqjegs’oj%AA91AA

nsoklqjs’ojs fnO;ks nsoklqjegkJ;%A

nsonsoe;ks·fpUR;ks nsonsokRelEHko%AA92AA

l|ksfujlqjO;k?kzks nsoflagks fnokdj%A

focq/kkxzpjJs"B% loZnsoksÙkeksÙke%AA93AA

f’koKkujr% Jhekf´Nf[kJhioZrfiz;%A

otzgLr% fl)[kM~xks ujflagfuikru%AA94AA

czãpkjh yksdpkjh /keZpkjh /kukf/ki%A

uUnh uUnh’ojks·uUrks uXuozr/kj% ’kqfp%AA95AA

fyM-xk/;{k% lqjk/;{kks ;ksxk/;{kks ;qxkog%A

Lo/kekZ LoxZr% LoxZLoj% Loje;Lou%AA96AA

Ckk.kk/;{kks chtdrkZ /keZd)̀eZlEHko%A

nEHkks·yksHkk·FkZfoPNEHkq% loZHkwregs’oj%AA97AA

700 fo’oxHkZ% 722 fnokdj%
*704 fop{k.k% 723 focq/kkxzpjJs"B%
705 ijkojK% 724 loZnsoksÙkeksÙke% AA93AA
706 ojn% 725 f’koKkujr%
707 ojs.;% 726 Jheku~
708 egkLou%  AA90AA 727 f'kf[kJhioZrfiz;%A
709 nsoklqjxq:nsZo% 728 otzgLr%
710 nsoklqjueLd`r% 729 fl)[kM~x%
711 nsoklqjegkfe=% 730 ujflagfuikru% AA94AA
712 nsoklqjegs’oj% AA91AA 731 czãpkjh
713 nsoklqjs’oj% 732 yksdpkjh
714 fnO;% 733 /keZpkjh
715 nsoklqjegkJ;% 734 /kukf/ki%A
716 nsonsoe;% 735 uUnh
717 vfpUR;% 736 uUnh’oj%
718 nsonsokRelEHko% AA92AA 737 vuUr%
719 l|ksfu 738 uXuozr/kj%
720 vlqjO;k?kz% 739 ’kqfp%  AA95AA
721 nsoflag% 740 fyM-xk/;{k%
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741 lqjk/;{k% 746 LoxZLoj%
742 ;ksxk/;{k% 747 Loje;Lou%  AA96AA
743 ;qxkog% 748 Ckk.kk/;{k%
744 Lo/kekZ 749 chtdrkZ
745 LoxZr% 750 /keZd`)eZlEHko%

LESSON 96

’e’kkufuy;L«;{k% lsrqjizfrekdf̀r%A

yksdksÙkjLQqVkysdL«;Ecdks ukxHkw"k.k%AA98AA

vU/kdkfjeZ[k}s"kh fo".kqdU/kjikru%A

ghunks"kks·{k;xq.kks n{kkfj% iw"knUrfHkr~AA99AA

/kwtZfV% [k.Mij’kq% ldyks fu"dyks·u?k%A

vdky% ldyk/kkj% ik.MqjkHkks e`Mks uV%AA100AA

iw.kZ% iwjf;rk iq.;% lqdqekj% lqykspu%A

lkexs;fiz;ks·Øwj iq.;dhfrZjuke;%AA101AA

eukstoLrhFkZdjks tfVyks thfors’oj%A

thforkUrdjks fuR;ks olqjsrk olqizn%AA102AA

lnfXr% lRd`fr% flf)% lTtkfr% [kyd.Vd%A

dyk/kjks egkdkyHkwr% lR;ijk;.k%AA103AA

751 nEHk% 765 ghunks"k%
752 vyksHk% 766 v{k;xq.k%
753 vFkZfoPNEHkq% 767 n{kkfj%
754 loZHkwregs’oj% AA97AA 768 iw"knUrfHkr~  AA99AA
755 ’e’kkufuy;% 769 /kwtZfV%
756 «;{k% 770 [k.Mij’kq%
757 lsrq% 771 ldyks fu"dy%
758 vizfrekd`fr% 772 vu?k%
759 yksdksÙkjLQqVkyskd% 773 vdky%
760 «;Ecd% 774 ldyk/kkj%
761 ukxHkw"k.k%  AA98AA 775 ik.MqjkHk%
762 vU/kdkfj% 776 e`Mks uV%  AA100AA
763 e[k}s"kh 777 iw.kZ%
764 fo".kqdU/kjikru% 778 iwjf;rk
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751 nEHk% 771 ldyks fu"dy%
752 vyksHk% 772 vu?k%
753 vFkZfoPNEHkq% 773 vdky%
754 loZHkwregs’oj% AA97AA 774 ldyk/kkj%
755 ’e’kkufuy;% 775 ik.MqjkHk%
756 «;{k% 776 e`Mks uV%  AA100AA
757 lsrq% 777 iw.kZ%
758 vizfrekd`fr% 778 iwjf;rk
759 yksdksÙkjLQqVkyskd% 779 iq.;%
760 «;Ecd% 780 lqdqekj%
761 ukxHkw"k.k%  AA98AA 781 lqykspu%A
762 vU/kdkfj% 782 lkexs;fiz;%
763 e[k}s"kh 783 vØwj
764 fo".kqdU/kjikru% 784 iq.;dhfrZ%
765 ghunks"k% 785 vuke;% AA101AA
766 v{k;xq.k% 786 euksto%
767 n{kkfj% 787 rhFkZdj%
768 iw"knUrfHkr~  AA99AA 788 tfVy%
769 /kwtZfV% 789 thfors’oj%
770 [k.Mij’kq% 790 thforkUrdj%

LESSON 97

yksdyko.;drkZ p yksdksÙkjlq[kky;%A

pUnzlathou% ’kkLrk yksdxw<ks egkf/ki%AA104AA

yksdcU/kqyksZdukFk% d`rK% dhfrZHkw"k.k%A

vuik;ks·{kj% dkUr% loZ’óHk`rka oj%AA105AA

rstkse;ks |qfr/kjks yksdkukexz.khj.kq%A

’kqfpfLer% izlékRek nqtsZ;ks nqjfrØe%AA106AA

T;ksfreZ;ks txékFks fujkdkjks tys’oj%A

rqEcoh.kks egkdksiks fo’kksd% ’kksduk’ku%AA107AA

f=yksdifóyksds’k% loZ’kqf)/kks{kt%A

vO;äy{k.kks nsoks O;äkO;äks fo’kkEifr%AA108AA
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oj’khyks ojxq.k% lkjks eku/kuks e;%A

czãk fo".kq% iztkikyks galks galxfroZ;%AA109AA

os/kk fo/kkrk /kkrk p lz"Vk grkZ prqeqZ[k%A

dSyklf’k[kjkoklh lokZoklh lnkxfr%AA110AA

801 lR;ijk;.k% AA103AA 826 fo’kksd%
802 yksdyko.;drkZ 827 ’kksduk’ku%  AA107AA
803 yksdksÙkjlq[kky;%A 828 f=yksdi%
804 pUnzlathou% ’kkLrk 829 f=yksds’k%
805 yksdxw<% 830 loZ’kqf)%
806 egkf/ki% AA104AA 831 v/kks{kt%
807 yksdcU/kqyksZdukFk% 832 vO;äy{k.kks nso%
808 d`rK% 833 O;äkO;ä%
809 dhfrZHkw"k.k% 834 fo’kkEifr%  AA108AA
810 vuik;ks? {kj% 835 oj’khy%
811 dkUr% 836 ojxq.k%
812 loZ’kóHk`rka oj%  AA105AA 837 lkj%
813 rstkse;ks |qfr/kj% 838 eku/ku%
814 yksdkukexz.kh% 839 e;%
815 v.kq% 840 czãk
816 ’kqfpfLer% 841 fo".kq% iztkiky%
817 izlékRek 842 gal%
818 nqtsZ;% 843 galxfr%
819 nqjfrØe%  AA106AA 844 o;%  AA109AA
820 T;ksfreZ;% 845 os/kk fo/kkrk /kkrk
821 TxékFk% 846 lz"Vk
822 fujkdkj% 847 grkZ
823 tys’oj% 848 prqeqZ[k%
824 rqEcoh.k% 849 dSyklf’k[kjkoklh
825 egkdksi% 850 lokZoklh

LESSON 98

fgj.;xHkksZ nqzfg.kks Hkwrikyks·Fk Hkwifr%A
l|ksxh ;ksxfo|ksxh ojnks czkã.kfiz;%AA111AA

nsofiz;ks nsoukFkks nsoKks nsofpUrd%A

fo"kek{kks fo’kkyk{kks o“̀knks o"̀ko/kZu%AA112AA
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fueZeks fujgadkjks fueksZgks fu:inzo%A

niZgk niZnks n`Ir% loZrqZifjorZd%AA113AA

lglzftr~ lgókfpZ% flux/kizd`frnf{k.k%A

HkwrHkO;HkoékFk% izHkoks Hkwfruk’ku%AA114AA

vFkksZ·uFkksZ egkdks’k% ijdk;SZdif.Mr%A

fu"d.Vd% d`rkuUnks fuO;kZtks O;ktenZu%AA115AA

lÙookUlkfÙod% lR;dhfrZ% Lusgd`rkxe%A

vdfEirks xq.kxzkgh uSdkRek uSddeZd`r~AA116AA

lqizhr% lqeq[k% lw{e% lqdjks nf{k.kkfuy%A

ufUnLdU/k/kjks /kq;Z% izdV% izhfro/kZu%AA117AA

851 lnkxfr% AA110AA 876 HkwrHkO;HkoékFk%
852 fgj.;xHkZ% 877 izHko%
853 nqzfg.k% 878 Hkwfruk’ku%  AA114AA
854 Hkwriky% 879 vFkZ%
855 Hkwifr% 880 vuFkZ%
856 l|ksxh 881 egkdks’k%
857 ;ksxfo|ksxh 882 ijdk;SZdif.Mr%
858 ojn% 883 fu"d.Vd%
859 czkã.kfiz;% AA111AA 884 d`rkuUn%
860 nsofiz;ks nsoukFk% 885 fuO;kZtks O;ktenZu% AA115AA
861 nsoK% 886 lÙooku~
862 nsofpUrd% 887 lkfÙod%
863 fo"kek{k% 888 lR;dhfrZ%
864 fo’kkyk{k% 889 Lusgd`rkxe%
865 o`"knks o`"ko/kZu% AA112AA 890 vdfEir%
866 fueZe% 891 xq.kxzkgh
867 fujgadkj% 892 uSdkRek uSddeZd`r~ AA116AA

868 fueksZg% 893 lqizhr%
869 fu:inzo% 894 lqeq[k%
870 niZgk niZn% 895 lw{e%
871 n`Ir% 896 lqdj%
872 loZrqZifjorZd%  AA113AA 897 nf{k.kkfuy%
873 lglzftr~ 898 ufUnLdU/k/kj%
874 lgókfpZ% 899 /kq;Z%
875 fLux/kizd`frnf{k.k% 900 izdV%
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LESSON 99

vijkftr% loZlÙoks xksfoUn% lÙookgu%A

v/k`r% Lo/k`r% fl)% iwrfefrZ;Z’kks/ku%AA118AA

okjkgJM̀-x/kD̀NM-xh cyokusduk;d%A

Jqfrizdk’k% JqfrekusdcU/kqjusddr̀~AA119AA

JhoRlyf’kokjEHk% ’kkUrHknz% leks ;’k%A

Hkw’k;ks Hkw"k.kks HkwfrHkwZrd`n~ HkwrHkkou%AA120AA

vdEiks Hkfädk;Lrq dkygk uhyyksfgr%A

lR;ozregkR;kxh fuR;’kkfUrijk;.k%AA121AA

ijkFkZof̀ÙkoZjnks fojäLrq fo’kkjn%A

’kqHkn% ’kqHkdrkZ p ’kqHkukek ’kqHk% Lo;e~AA122AA

vufFkZrks·xq.k% lk{kh ádrkZ dudizHk%A

LoHkkoHknzks e/;LFk% ’k=q?uks fo?uuk’ku%AA123AA

f’k[k.Mh doph ’kwyh tVh eq.Mh p dq.MyhA

veR̀;q% loZnd̀~flagLrstksjkf’keZgkekf.k%AA124AA

901 izhfro/kZu%  AA117AA 919 ’kkUrHknz%
902 vijkftr% 920 le%
903 loZlÙo% 921 ;’k%
904 xksfoUn% 922 Hkw’k;%
905 lÙookgu% 923 Hkw"k.k%
906 v/k`r% 924 Hkwfr%
907 Lo/k`r% 925 HkwZrd`r~
908 fl)% 926 HkwrHkkou% AA120AA
909 iwrfefrZ 927 vdEi%
910 ;’kks/ku% AA118AA 928 Hkfädk;%
911 okjkgJ`M-x/k`DNM-xh 929 dkygk
912 cyoku~ 930 uhyyksfgr%
913 ,duk;d% 931 lR;ozregkR;kxh
914 Jqfrizdk’k% 932 fuR;’kkfUrijk;.k% AA121AA
915 Jqfreku~ 933 ijkFkZo`fÙkoZjn%
916 ,dcU/kq 934 fojä%
917 vusdd`r~  AA119AA 935 fo’kkjn%
918 JhoRlyf’kokjEHk% 936 ’kqHkn% ’kqHkdrkZ
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937 ’kqHkukek ’kqHk% Lo;e~ AA122AA 944 ’k=q?u%
938 vufFkZr% 945 fo?uuk’ku% AA123AA
939 vxq.k% 946 f'k[k.Mh doph ’kwyh
940 lk{kh vdrkZ 947 tVh eq.Mh p dq.Myh
941 dudizHk% 948 ve`R;q%
942 LoHkkoHknz% 949 loZn`d~flag%
943 e/;LFk% 950 rstksjkf’keZgkekf.k% AA124AA

LESSON 100

vla[;s;ks·izes;kRek oh;Zoku~ oh;Zdksfon%A

os|’pSo fo;ksxkRek ijkojequh’oj%AA125AA

vuqÙkeks nqjk/k"kksZ e/kqjfiz;n’kZu%A

lqjs’k% ’kj.ka loZ% ’kCnczã lrka xfr%AA126AA

dkyi{k% dkydky% dM-d.khd̀roklqfd%A

egs"oklks eghHkrkZ fu"dyM-dks fo’[kM~y% AA127AA

|qef.kLrjf.k/kZU;% flf)n% flf)lk/ku%A

fo’or% lao`r% LrqR;ks O;wMksjLdks egkHkqt%AA128AA

loZ;ksfufuZjkrM-dks ujukjk;.kfiz;%A

fuysZiks fu"izi´pkRek fuO;ZM-xks O;M-xuk’ku%AA129AA

LrO;% Lrofiz;% Lrksrk O;klewfrZfuZjM-dq’k%A

fujo|e;ksik;ks fo|kjk’kh jlfiz;%AA130AA

iz’kkUrcqf)j{kq..k% laxzgh fuR;lqUnj%A

oS;k?kz/kq;ksZ /kk=h’k% ’kkdY;% ’koZjhifr%AA131AA

ijekFkZxq:nZÙk% lqfjjkfJroRly%A

lkseks jlKks jln% loZlÙokoyEcu%AA132AA
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951 vla[;s;ks? izes;kRek 975 egkHkqt% AA128AA
952 oh;Zoku~ oh;Zdksfon% 976 loZ;ksfu%
953 os|% 977 fujkrM-d%
954 fo;ksxkRek 978 ujukjk;.kfiz;%
955 ijkojequh’oj% AA125AA 979 fuysZiks fu"izi´pkRek
956 vuqÙkeks nqjk/k"kZ% 980 fuO;ZM-x%
957 e/kqjfiz;n’kZu% 981 O;M-xuk’ku% AA129AA
958 lqjs’k% 982 LrO;%
959 ’kj.ke~ 983 Lrofiz;%
960 loZ% 984 Lrksrk
961 ’kCnczã lrka xfr% AA126AA 985 O;klewfrZ%
962 dkyi{k% 986 fuZjM-dq’k%
963 dkydky% 987 fujo|e;ksik;%
964 dM-d.khd`roklqfd% 988 fo|kjkf’k%
965 egs"okl% 989 jlfiz;% AA130AA
966 eghHkrkZ 990 iz’kkUrcqf)%
967 fu"dyM-d% 996 ’kkdY;%
968 fo’[kM~y%  AA127AA 997 ’koZjhifr% AA131AA
969 |qef.kLrjf.k% 998 ijekFkZxq:nZÙk% lqfj
970 /kU;% 999 vkfJroRly%A
971 flf)n% flf)lk/ku% 1000 lkse%
972 fo’or% lao`r% 1001 jlK%
973 LrqR;% 1002 jln%
974 O;wMksjLd% 1003 loZlÙokoyEcu% AA132AA
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SELF REFERRALVALUES

(1000 THOUSAND FEATURES OF LORD VISHNU)

STEPS 101 TO 120

101

01 vkSe~ fo’ok; Lokgk 26 'kokZ;
02 fo".kos 27 f'kok;
03 Ok"V~dkjk; 28 LFkk.kos
04 HkwrHkO;HkoRizHkos 29 Hkwrkn;s
05 Hkwrd`rs 30 fuf/kjO;;k;
06 HkwrHk`rs 31 lEHkok;
07 Hkkok; 32 Hkkouk;
08 HkwrkReus 33 Hk=sZ
09 HkwrHkkokuk; 34 izHkok;
10 iwrkReus 35 izHkos
11 ijekReus 36 bZ’ojk;
12 eqDrkuka ijexr;s 37 Lo;aEHkos
13 vO;;k; 38 'kEHkos
14 iq:"kk; 39 vkfnR;k;
15 Lkf{k.ks 40 iq"djk{kk;
16 {ks=Kk; 41 egkLouk;
17 v{kjk; 42 vukfnfu/kuk;
18 ;ksxk; 43 /kk=s
19 ;ksxfonka us=s 44 fo/kk=s
20 iz/kkuiq:"ks’ojk; 45 /kkrq:Ùkek;
21 Ukjflagoiq"ks 46 vizes;k;
22 Jhers 47 g"khds’kk;
23 ds'kok; 48 in~eukHkk;
24 iq:"kksÙkek; 49 vejizHkos
25 lokZ; 50 fo'odeZ.ks
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51 Euos 76 /kfUous
52 Ro"V+s 77 es/kkfous
53 LFkfo"Bk; 78 fodzek;
54 LFkfojks/zkqok; 79 dzek;
55 vxzkgk; 80 vuqÙkek;
56 'kk’ork; 81 nqjk?k"kkZ;
57 d`".kk; 82 d`rKk;
58 yksfgrk{kk; 83 d`r;s
59 izrnZuk; 84 vkRekors
60 izHkwrk; 85 lqjs'kk;
61 f=ddqC/kkEus 86 'kj.kk;
62 Ikfo=kl; 87 'keZ.ks
63 eMxyk; 88 fo'ojsrls
64 bZ’kkuk; 89 iztkHkok;
65 Ikzk.knk; 90 vgs
66 Ikzk.kk; 91 laoRljk;
67 T;s"Bk; 92 O;kyk;
68 Js"Bk; 93 izR;;k;
69 iztkir;s 94 loZn’kZuk;
70 fgj.;xHkkZ; 95 vtk;
71 HkwxHkkZ; 96 loZ’ojk;
72 ek/kok; 97 fl}k;
73 e/qklwnuko 98 fl};s
74 bZ’ojk; 99 lokZn;s
75 fodzefe.ks 100 vP;qrk;

102

101 o`"kkdi;s 106 lR;k;
102 ves;kReus 107 lekReus
103 loZ;ksxfofu%l`rk; 108 lfEerk;
104 olos 109 lek;
105 olqeuls 110 veks?kk;

103
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111 iq.Mjhdk{kk; 131 osnfons
112 o`"kdeZ.ks 132 do;s
113 o`"kd`r;s 133 yksdk?;{kk;
114 :nzk; 134 lqjk?;{kk;
115 cgqf'kjls 135 /kekZ?;{kk;
116 cHkzos 136 d`rkd`rk;
117 fo'o;ksu;s 137 prqjkReus
118 'kqfpJols 138 prqO;Zwgk;
119 ve`rk; 139 prqnzZ"Vk;
120 'kk’orLFkk.kos 140 prqHkZqtk;
121 ojkjksgk; 141 Hkzkft".kos
122 egkrils 142 Hkkstuk;
123 loZxk; 143 HkksD=s
124 loZfonHkkuos 144 lfg".kos
125 fo"od~lsuk; 145 txnkfntk;
126 tuknZuk; 146 vu?kk;
127 osnk; 147 fot;k;
128 osnfons 148 ts=s
129 vO;Mxk; 149 fo'o;ksu;s
130 osnkMxk; 150 iquoZlos

151 misUnzk; 161 fu;ek;
152 okeuk; 162 ;ek;
153 izka'kos 163 oS?kk;
154 veks?kk; 164 oS?kk;
155 'kqp;s 165 lnk;ksfxus
156 ÅftZrk; 166 ohj?us
157 vrhUnzk; 167 ek/kok;
158 laxzgk; 168 e/kos
159 lxkZ; 169 vrhfUnz;k;
160 /k`RkkReus 170 egkek;k;

104
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171 egksRlkgk; 186 lqjkuUnk;
172 egkckyk; 187 XkksfoUnk;
173 egkcq};s 188 Xkksfonka ir;s
174 egkoh;kZ; 189 ejkhp;s
175 egk'kDr;s 190 neuk;
176 Ekgk?kqr;s 191 galk;
177 vfuns~’;oiq"ks 192 Lkqi.kkZ;
178 Jhers 193 HkqtxksÙjek;
179 ves;kReus 194 fgj.;ukHkk;
180 Ekgkfnz/k"ks 195 lqrils
181 egs"oklk; 196 in~eukHkk;
182 eghHk=sZ 197 iztkir;s
183 Jh fuoklk; 198 ve`R;os
184 lrka xr;s 199 loZn`’ks
185 vfu:}k; 200 flgk;

201 lU/kk=s 216 L=fXo.ks
202 lfU/kers 217 okpLifr:nkjf/k;s
203 fLFkjk; 218 vxz.k;s
204 vtk; 219 xzke.;s
205 nqeZ"kZ.kk; 220 Jhers
206 'kkL=s 221 U;k;k;
207 foJqrkReus 222 us=s
208 lqjkfj?us 223 lehj.kk;
209 xqjos 224 lgL=ew/ua
210 xq:rek; 225 fo’okReus
211 /kkEus 226 lgL=k{kk;
212 lRdk; 227 lgL=ins
213 lR;ijkdzek; 228 vkorZuk;
214 fufe"kk; 229 fuoZÙkkReus
215 vfufe"kk; 230 lao`rk;

105
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231 lEizHknZuk; 241 lRd=sZ
232 vg%laorZdk; 242 lRd`rk;
233 og;s 243 Lkk/kos
234 vfuyk; 244 tgos
235 /kj.kh/kjk; 245 ukjk;.kk;
236 lqizlknk; 246 ukjk;
237 izlUukReus 247 val[;s;k;
238 fo'o/kz"ks 248 vize;kReus
239 fo'oHkqts 249 fof'k"Vk;
240 foHkos 250 f'k"Vd`rs

251 'kqp;s 271 uSd:ik;
252 fl}kFkkZ; 272 o`gnzwik;
253 fl}ladYik; 273 f'kfifo"Vk;
254 flf}nk; 274 izdk'kukl;
255 flf}lk/kuk; 275 vkstLrstks?kafr/kjk;
256 o`"kkfg.ks 276 izdk'kkReus
257 o`"kHkk; 277 izrkiuk;
258 o`".kos 278 _}k;
259 o`"kioZ.ks 279 Li"Vk{kjk;
260 o`"kksnjk; 280 eU=k;
261 o/kZuk; 281 pUnzk'kos
262 o/kZekuk; 282 HkkLdj?kqr;s
263 fofoDrk; 283 ve`rk’kwnHkok;
264 Jqfrlkxjk; 284 Hkkuos
265 lqHkqtk; 285 'k’kfCkUnos
266 nq/kZjk; 286 lqjs'ojk;
267 okfXeus 287 vkS"k/kk;
268 egsUnzk; 288 txr%lsros
269 olqnk; 289 lR;/keZijkdzek;
270 olos 290 HkwrHkO;HkoUukFkk;

106
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291 iouk; 296 dkUrk;
292 ikouk; 297 dkek;
293 vuyk; 298 dkeiznk;
294 dke/us 299 izHkos
295 dked`rs 300 ;qxkfnd̀rs

107

301 ;qxkorkZ; 326 izfrf"Brk;
302 uSdek;k; 327 LdUnk;
303 egk’kuk; 328 LdUn/kjk;
304 vn`;k; 329 /kq;kZ;
305 O;Dr:ik; 330 ojnk;
306 lgL=ftrs 331 Okk;qokguk;
307 vuUrftrs 332 Okklqnsok;
308 b"Bk; 333 o`gnHkkuos
309 vfof’k"Vk; 334 vkfnnsok;
310 f’k"Vs"Vk; 335 iqjUnjk;
311 f'k[kf.Mus 336 v'kksdk;
312 ugq"kk; 337 Rkj.kk;
313 o`"kk; 338 Rkkjk;
314 dzks/k/us 339 'kwjk;
315 dzks/kd`Rd=sZ 340 'kkSj;s
316 fo'ockgos 341 tus’ojk;
317 Ekgh/kjk; 342 vuqdwyk;
318 vP;qrk; 343 'krkorkZ;
319 izfFkrk; 344 in~feus
320 Ikzk.kk; 345 inefuHks{k.kk;
321 Ikzk.kknk; 346 ineukHkk;
322 oklokuqtk; 347 vjfoUnk{kk;
323 vika fu/k;s 348 in~exHkkZ;
324 vf/k"Bkuk; 349 'kjhjHk`rs
325 vizeÙkk; 350 eg}Z;s
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108

351 _}k; 376 JhxHkkZ;
352 o`}kReus 377 ijes'ojk;
353 Ekgk{kk; 378 dj.kk;
354 Xk:M/otk; 379 dkj.kk;
355 vrqyk; 380 d=sZ
356 'kjHkk; 381 fod=sZ
357 Hkhek; 382 xguk;
358 Lke;Kk; 383 xqgk;
359 gfogZj;s 384 O;oljk;k;
360 loZy{k.ky{k.;k; 385 O;oLFkkuk;
361 y{ehors 386 laLFkkuk;
362 lfefrTt;kk; 387 LFkkunk;
363 fo{kjk; 388 /kzqok;
364 jksfgrk; 389 ij}Z;s
365 ekxkZ; 390 ijeLi"Vk;
366 Gsros 391 rq"Vk;
367 nkeksnjk; 392 iq"Vk;
368 lgk; 393 'kqHks{k.kk;
369 egh/kjk; 394 jkek;
370 egkHkkxk; 395 fojkek;
371 osxors 396 fojrk;
372 vferk'kuk; 397 ekxkZ;
373 mn~Hkok; 398 us;k;
374 {kksHk.kk; 399 u;k;
375 nsok; 400 vu;k;
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401 ohjk; 406 iq:"kk;
402 'kfÙkerk Js"Vk; 407 izk.kk;
403 /kekZ; 408 izk.kknk;
404 /keZfonqÙkek; 409 iz.kok;
405 oSdq.Bk; 410 i`Fkos
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411 fgj.;xHkkZ; 431 vuFkZk;
412 'k=q/uk; 432 egkdks'kk;
413 O;kIrk; 433 egkHkksxk;
414 Okk;os 434 egk/kuk;
415 v/kks{ktk; 435 vfufoZ..kk;
416 _ros 436 LFkfo"Bk;
417 lqn'kZuk; 437 vHkqos
418 dkyk; 438 /keZ;wik;
419 ijesf"Bus 439 Egke[kk;
420 ifjxzgk; 440 u{k=use;s
421 mxzk; 441 u{kf=.ks
422 laoRljk; 442 {kek;
423 n{kk; 443 {kkek;
424 foJkek; 444 lehguk;
425 fo'onf{k.kk; 445 ;Kk;
426 foLRkkjk; 446 bT;k;
427 LFkkojLFkk.kos 447 egsT;k;
428 izek.kk; 448 _ros
429 chteO;k; 449 l=k;
430 vFkkZ; 450 lrka xros
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451 loZnf’kZus 461 euksgjk;
452 foeqDRkkReus 462 ftrdks/kk;
453 loZKk; 463 ohjckgos
454 KkueqÙkek; 464 fonkj.kk;
455 lqozrk; 465 Lokiuk;
456 lqeq[kk; 466 Lop'kk;
457 lw{ek; 467 O;kfius
458 lq"kks"kk; 468 uSdkReus
459 lw[knk; 469 uSddeZd`rs
460 lqgns 470 oRljk;
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471 oRlyk; 486 xHkfLruse;s
472 ofRlus 487 lÙoLFkk;
473 jRuxHkkZ; 488 flgk;
474 /kus’ojk; 489 Hkwregs’ojk;
475 /keZxqis 490 vkfnnsok;
476 /keZd`rs 491 egknsok;
477 /kfeZ.ks 492 nsos'kk;
478 lrs 493 nsoHk`n~xqjos
479 vlrs 494 mÙkjk;
480 {kjk; 495 xksir;s
481 v{kjk; 496 xksI=s
482 vfoKk=s 497 KkuxE;k;
483 lgL=k’kos 498 iqjkruk;
484 fo/kk=s 499 'kjhjHkwrHk`rs
485 d`ry{k.kk; 500 HkksD=s

111

501 dihUnzk; 518 vuUrkReus
502 Hkwfjnf{k.kk; 519 egksnf/k’k;k;
503 lkseik; 520 vUrdk;
504 ve`rik; 521 vtk;
505 lksek; 522 egkgkZ;
506 iq:ftrs 523 LokkHkkO;k;
507 iq:lÙkek; 524 ftrkfe=kk;
508 fou;k; 525 izeksnuk;
509 t;k; 526 vkuUnk;
510 LkR;lU/kk; 527 uUnuk;
511 nk'kkgkZ; 528 uUnk;
512 lkRorka ir;s 529 lR;/keZ.ks
513 thok; 530 f=fodzek;
514 fouf;rklkf{k.ks 531 Ekgf"kZdfiykpk;kZ;
515 eqdqUnk; 532 d`rKk;
516 vferfodzek; 533 esnuhir;s
517 vEHkksfu/k;s 534 f=irk;
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535 f=n’kk/;{kk; 543 xHkhjk;
536 egkJ`axk; 544 xguk;
537 d`rkUrd`rs 545 xqIRkk;
538 egkojkgk; 546 pdzkxnk/kjk;
539 xksfoUnk; 547 os/kls
540 lq"ks.kk; 548 LokMxk;
541 dudkxfnus 549 vftrk;
542 xqá; 550 d`".kk;

112

551 n`<k; 573 okpLifrj;ksfutk;
552 Lad"kZ.kkP;qrk; 574 f=lkEus
553 o:.kk; 575 Lkexk;
554 o`{kk; 576 lkEus
555 iq"djk{kk; 577 fuokZ.kk;
556 egkeuls 578 Hks"ktk;
557 Hkxors 579 fHk"k;s
558 Hkx/us 580 laU;k;d`rs
559 vkufUnus 581 'kek;
560 vkufUnus 582 'kkUrk;
561 ouekfyus 583 fu"Bkk;S
562 gyk;q/kk; 584 'kkUrk;
563 vkfnR;k; 585 Ikjk;.kk;
564 T;ksfrjkfnR;k; 586 'kqHkkMXkk;
565 lfg".kos 587 'kkfUrnk;
566 xfrlÙkek; 588 L="Vs
567 lq/kUous 589 dqeqnk;
568 [k.Mij’kos 590 dqoys'k;k;
569 nk:.kk; 591 xksfgrk;
570 nzfo.kiznk; 592 Xkksir;s
571 fno%Li`’ks 593 xksI=s
572 loZn`XO;klk; 594 o`"kHkk{kk;
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595 o`"kfiz;k; 598 la{ksI=s
596 vfuo`Ùkus 599 {ksed̀rs
597 fuo`ÙkkRus 600 f'kok;

113

601 JhoRlo{kls 626 vuh'kk;
602 Jhoklk; 627 'kk’orfLFkjk;
603 Jhir;s 628 Hkq’k;k;
604 Jherka ojk; 629 Hkq"k.kk;
605 Jhnk; 630 Hkwr;s
606 Jh’kk; 631 fo'kksdk;
607 Jhfuoklk; 632 'kksduk’kuk;
608 Jhfu/k;s 633 vfpZ"ers
609 JhfoHkkouk; 634 vfpZrk;
610 Jh/kjk; 635 dqEHkk;
611 Jhdjk; 636 fo'kq}kReus
612 Js;ls 637 fo'kks/kuk;
613 Jhers 638 vfu:}k;
614 yksd=;kJ;k; 639 vizfrjFkk;
615 Lo{kk; 640 izf/kqEuk;
616 LoMXkk; 641 vferfodzek;
617 'krkuUnk; 642 dkyusfefuZ/us
618 uUn;s 643 ohjk;
619 T;ksfrxZ.ks’ojk; 644 'kkSjls
620 foftrkReus 645 'kwjtus’ojk;
621 vfo/ks;kReus 646 f=yksdkReus
622 lRdhrZ;s 647 f=yksds’kk;
623 fNUula’k;k; 648 ds'kok;
624 mnh.kkZ; 649 dsf'k/us
625 loZr’p{kq"ks 650 gj;s
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651 dkensok; 676 Ekgk;Tous
652 dkikyk; 677 Ekgk;kKk;
653 dkfeus 678 egkgfo"ks
654 dkUrk; 679 LrO;k;
655 d`rkxkek; 680 LR;o
656 vfunsZ’;oiq"ks 681 Lrks=k;
657 fo".kos 682 Lrqr;s
658 ohjk; 683 Lrks=s
659 vuUrk; 684 j.kfiz;k;
660 /kuTt;k; 685 Ikw.kkZ;
661 czgk.;k; 686 iwjf;=s
662 czgkd`rs 687 iq.;k;
663 czgk.ks 688 iq.;dhrZ;s
664 czgk.ks 689 vuke;k;
665 czgkfoo/kZukZ; 690 eukstok;
666 Czkgkfons 691 rhFkZdjk;
667 czgk.kk; 692 olqjsrls
668 czfg.ks 693 olqiznk;
669 czgkKk; 694 olqiznk;
670 czgk.kfiz;k; 695 oklqnsok;
671 Ekgkdzek; 696 olos
672 egkdeZ.ks 697 olqeuls
673 egkrstls 698 gfo"ks
674 egksjxk; 699 ln~xr;s
675 egk«kDros 700 lRd`r;s

LESSON 115

701 lÙkk; 705 ;nqJs"Bk;
702 ln~HkwR;S 706 lfUuoklk;
703 lRijk;.kk; 707 lq;kequk;
704 'kwjlsuk; 708 Hkwrkoklk;
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709 oklqnsok; 730 ;LeS
710 lokZlqfuy;k; 731 rLeS
711 vuyk; 732 ineuqÙkek;
712 niZ/us 733 yksdcU/kuos
713 niZ.kk; 734 yksdukFkk;
714 nqIrk; 735 ek/kok;
715 nq/kZjk; 736 HkDRoRlyk;
716 vijkftrk; 737 lqo.kZo.kkZ;
717 fo'oewrZ;s 738 gsekMXkk;
718 egkewrZ;s 739 ojkMXkk;
719 nhIriwÙkZ;s 740 pUnukMXkfnus
720 vewfÙkers 741 ohj/us
721 vusdewrZ;s 742 fo"kek;
722 vO;Drk; 743 'kwU;k;
723 'k`rewÙkZ;s 744 /k`rkf’k"ks
724 'krkuuk; 745 vpyk;
725 ,dk; 746 pyk;
726 uSdk; 747 vekfuus
727 lok; 748 ekunk;
728 dk; 749 ekU;k;
729 dLeS 750 yksdLokfeus

LESSON 116

751 f=yksd/k`"ks 761 fuxzgk;
752 lqes/kls 762 O;xzkg
753 es/ktkl 763 uSdJ`axk;
754 /kU;k; 764 xnkxztk;
755 lR;es/kls 765 prqewZrZ;s
756 /kjk/kjk; 766 prqcfgos
757 rstkso`"kk; 767 prqO;wZgk;
758 /k`fr/kjk; 768 prqxZr;s
759 loZ’kL=Hk`rka ojk; 769 prqjkReus
760 izxzgk; 770 prqHkkZok;
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771 prqosZnfons 786 bUnzdeZ.ks
772 ,dikns 787 egkdeZ.ks
773 lekorkZ; 788 d`rdeZ.ks
774 vfuo`ÙkkReus 789 d`rkxek;
775 nqtZ;k; 790 mn~Hkok;
776 nqjfrdzek; 791 lqUnjk;
777 nqyZHkk; 792 lqUnk;
778 nqxZek; 793 jRuukHkk;
779 nqxkZ; 794 lqykspuk;
780 nqjkoklk; 795 vdkZ;
781 nqjkfj/us 796 oktluk;
782 'kqHkkMXkk; 797 J`fMXkus
783 yksdlkjMxk; 798 t;Urk;
784 lqrUros 799 loZfoTtf;us
785 rUrqo/kZuk; 800 lqo.kZfcUnos

LESSON 117

801 v{kksH;k; 816 loZrkseq[kk;
802 loZokxh’ojs’ojk; 817 lqyHkk;
803 egkg}k; 818 lqozrk;
804 egkxrkZ; 819 fl}k;
805 egkHkwrk; 820 'k=qftrs
806 egkfu/k;s 821 'k=qrkiuk;
807 dqeqnk; 822 U;xzks/kk;
808 dqUnjk; 823 mnqEcjk;
809 dqUnk; 824 v'oRFkk;
810 itZU;k; 825 pk.kwjkU/kzfu"kwnuk;
811 ikouk; 826 lgL=fp"ks
812 vfuyk; 827 lIrfták;
813 ve`rk’kk; 828 lIRkS/kls
814 ve`rkoiq"ks 829 lIrokguk;
815 loZKk; 830 vewrZ;s
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831 vu/kk; 841 Egrs
832 vfpUr;k; 842 v/k`rk;
833 Hk;d`rs 843 Lo/k`rk;
834 Hk;uk’kuk; 844 LokL;k;
835 v.kos 845 izkXoa’kk;
836 c`grs 846 oa'ko/kZuk;
837 d`’kk; 847 HkkjHk`rs
838 LFkwyk; 848 dfFkrk;
839 xq.kHk`rs 849 ;ksfxus
840 fuxqZ.kk; 850 ;ksxh’kk;

LESSON 118

851 loZdkenk; 871 vfHkizk;k;
852 vkJek; 872 fiz;kgkZ;
853 Je.kk; 873 vgkZ;
854 {kkek; 874 fiz;d`rs
855 lqi.kkZ; 875 izhfro/kZuk;
856 ok;qokguk; 876 fogk;lxr;s
857 /kuq/kZjk; 877 T;ksfr"ks
858 /kuqosnk; 878 lq:p;s
859 n.Mk; 879 gqrHkqts
860 nef;=s 880 foHkos
861 nek; 881 jo;s
862 vijkftrk; 882 fojkspuk;
863 loZlgk; 883 lw;kZ;
864 fu;U=s 884 lfo=s
865 vfu;ek; 885 jfoykspuk;
866 v;ek; 886 vuUrk;
867 lÙoors 887 gqrHkqts
868 lkfÙodk; 888 HkksD=s
869 lR;k; 889 lq[knk;
870 lR;/keZijk;.kk; 890 uSdtk;
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891 vxztk; 896 lukr~
892 vfufoZ..kk; 897 lukrurek;
893 lnkef"kZ.ks 898 dfiyk;
894 yksdkf/k"Bkuk; 899 di;s
895 vnHk`rk; 900 vI;;k;

LESSON 119

901 LofLrnk; 926 nq%Loiuk'kuk;
902 LoLR;sd`rs 927 ohj/us
903 LoLR; 928 lUrk;
904 LofLrHkqts 929 j{k.kk;
905 LofLrnf{kZ.kk; 930 thouk;
906 vjksnzk; 931 ioZofLFkrk;
907 dq.Mfyus 932 vuUr:ik;
908 pfdz.ks 933 vuUrfJ;s
909 fodze.ks 934 ftreU;os
910 ÅftZr’kkluk; 935 Hk;kigk;
911 'kCnkfrxk; 936 prqjJk;
912 'kCnlgk; 937 xHkhjkReus
913 f'kf’kjk; 938 fofn'kk;
914 'kdZjhdjk; 939 O;kfn’kk;
915 vdwjk; 940 fn'kk;
916 is'kyk; 941 vukn;s
917 n{kk; 942 HkwHkqZok;
918 nf{k.kk; 943 y{E;S
919 {kfe.kka ojk; 944 Lqkohjk;
920 fo}Ùkek; 945 :fpjkank;
921 ohrHk;k; 946 tuuk;
922 iq.;Jo.kdhrZuk; 947 tutUekn;s
923 mÙkkj.kk; 948 Hkhek;
924 nq"d`fr/us 949 Hkheijkdzek;
925 iq.;k; 950 vk/kkjfuy;k;
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951 v/kk=s 976 ;KHk`rs
952 iq"igklk; 977 ;Kd`rs
953 iztkxjk; 978 ;fKus
954 Å/oZxk; 979 ;KHkqts
955 lRiFkkpkjk; 980 ;Klk/kuk;
956 izk.knk; 981 ;KkUrd`rs
957 iz.kok; 982 ;Kxqák;
958 i.kk; 983 vUuk;
959 izek.kk; 984 vUuknk;
960 izk.kfuy;k; 985 vkRe;ksu;s
961 izk.kHk`rs 986 Lo;atkrk;
962 izk.kthouk; 987 oS[kkuk;
963 rÙok; 988 lkexk;uk;
964 rÙofons 989 nsodhuUnuk;
965 ,dkReus 990 ó"Vsª
966 tUee`R;`tjkfrxk; 991 f{krh’kk;
967 HkwHkZ̀o%LoLRkjos 992 Ikkiuk’kuk;
968 rkjk; 993 'kMXkHk`rs
969 lfo=s 994 uUnfdus
970 izfirkegk; 995 Pfdz.ks
971 ;Kk; 996 'kkMXkZ/kUous
972 egkir;s 997 xnk/kjk;
973 ;Tous 998 jFkaxik.k;s
974 ;KkMXkk; 999 v{kksH;k;
975 ;Kokguk; 1000 loZizgj.k;q/kk;
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